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!. Introduction 
1.1. The statement to be proved 
This paper is essentially devoted to the proof of a single statement. In
order to state it we denote by BID a certain formal system phrased in 
the language of functionals of higher types and having the following 
properties: 
( 1 ) BID is an extensicn of Heyting's arithmetic; 
(2) it contains a vari~ nt o~ GiSdel's Dialectica system T; 
(3) it contains all axioms of barinduction of higher types for deci- 
dable predicates; 
(4) it contains certain continuity axioms which express that every 
functional of type ((0/o)]o) is continuous; 
(5) it contains axioms which express a certain form of extensionality 
for functions of higher types. 
Let ZF" be Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory without power-set axioJ .  
Let W(<) in this chapter be short for (~)(Ex) "q a(x + 1 ) < ~t(x) (x of 
type 0). The statement $ which we are going to prove (Theorems 9, 10) 
is: 
S ! . There is a primiti~, .~ recursive well-ordering~ 0 with the properties: 
(a) ZF- t- W(<o); 
(b) if < is a primitive recursive well-ordering such that BID i- W(<) 
then the ordinal associated with < is smaller than the ordinal associated 
with < 0" 
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S 2. There is a primitive recursive relation Po(X, y) with the properties: 
(a) ZF- i-- (x)(EY!)Po(X, Y); 
(b) ifp(x, y) is a primitive recursive relation such that BID I- (x)(Ey!) 
p(x, y) holds then laypo(X, y) has greater degree of cor')lexity (in the 
sense of recursive function theory) than iayp(x, y). 
To put it in short but less exact erms: barinduction of high zr types 
for decidable predicates i  we,ker than classical ar.alysis. 
1.2. General remarks 
Statement S 1 is an improvement of a weak esult, ~,,,ounced in
Notices Amer. [.~ath. Soc. 17 (1970) 455. rhe ,  • was reluctant to 
publish the proof of statement S because of its ce .,~xity. He hoped 
to prove S with the aid of modds of the kind cop id~red in [BS4]. He 
was partially successful in that he could prove statement S for a frag- 
ment L,D* of BID which satisfies condit!or~ (1) and (3) above and 
which contains only a small fragment of Godel's calculus T. The proof 
amounts to construct a model M of BID* within ZF-. 
The essential d:awbacks of this :nethod consists in the following: as 
soon as one adds all functionals from T to M (mr even only a few quite 
harmless looking elements from T) then the model M blows up to a 
model M* which is a proper class and which cannot be handled within 
ZF". Every attempt to save the. proof failed. Since it is quite unnatural 
that a result like S should depend on the amount of primitive recursive 
functionals contained in BID, the author came back to the old proof 
presented in this paper. Despite of many efforts, he was unable to sim- 
plify the proof considerabl~. What he could do was to strengthen the 
earlier esult in Notices of AM$ "-y addition of extensionality and weak 
continuity axioms, which, as we will see below, has some quite inter- 
esting consequences. 
Our next aim is to discuss the connection between the statement S 
and other, related topics. 
1.3. Barinduction of type 0 and the ordinary axiom of choice 
To start with, we recall a result about barinduction of type 0 which 
is ~ell known to the specialist an:l which is implicitly coatained in the 
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literature. To this end, let B1D 0 be a system of barinduction of t~oe 0 
for decidable predicates containing intuitionistic number-theory and 
based on the language of second-order a ithmetic such as used in [KV] ; 
Let AC 0 be the axiom of choice formulated in this language and CA 0 
the continuity axiom. The result in question says: BID 0 and BID 0 + 
AC 0 + CA 0 have the same provable primitive recursive well-orderings 
and the same provable recurs,', e functions. Thus the whole burden of 
proof-theoretic strength lies on the inductive axioms, namely induction 
and barinduction, while axiom of choice and continuity axioms do not 
contribute to it. At least with respect tc the axiom of choice, an intui- 
tionist would call this situation ormal: the axiom is "trivial" on the 
basis of its interpretation. 
1.4. Barinduction and axiom c ~" choice of  higher types 
Now let AC denote the axiom of choice of higher types, 
(X)(£ Y)A(X, Y) 3 (EZ)(X)A(X,Z(X)). In order to discuss the role of 
our state,nent S, we borrow a result which says. 
R. BID + AC has the same provable primitive recursive well-orderings 
and the same provable recursive functions as ZF- 
Actuafly, only a very small fragment of BID is needed. The proof is 
not difficult and in principle already contained in [BSI ]. Thus the. full 
axiom of choice of higher types contributes essentially to the proof- 
theoretic strength of BID + AC. 
If we compare statement S with the result R and the remarks in 
Section 1.3, we see that the axiom of choice of higher types differs 
considerably from the axiom of choice of type 0: 
E. BID is weaker than full classical analysis ZF- but BID + AC has the 
same proof-theoreti: strength as ZF-. 
The axiom of choice AC by itself is of course harmless: Heyting 
arithmetic HA + AC has proof-theoretically the same strength as HA. 
Thus, AC is not "'trivial" on the basis of its interpretation. 
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1.5. Proof theor) and junctional interpretation 
Let HA- be HA minus the induction axioms. Prol~erty E of BID + AC 
discussed in the section 1.4 is similar to a result proved in [ BS3 ], where 
it is shown that certain forms of transfinite induction (denoted by Ti for 
the moment) and the induction axioms (Id) are related to each other in 
about the same way as BID and AC: HA- + Ti and HA are proof-theoreti- 
cally both weaker than full intuitionistic analysis IA in IKV], but HA + Ti 
has proof-theoretically the same strength as IA. This ph~-~nomenon cannot 
he obtained by functional interpretation because (a) the functional inter- 
pretation of the axioms of barinduction of higher types for decidable 
predicates requires necessarily full classical analysis beca~lse the interpre- 
tation of the rest of the axioms is trivial, and (b) the functional interpre- 
tation of Ti requires necessarily full intuitionistic analysis IA because the 
rest of the axioms are trivial to interprete. Thus proof theory yields 
results which cannot be obtained by functional interpretation. 
1.6. Barinduction and barrecursion 
Earlier literature on barrect, ~sion (in particular Tait [T] ~ suggests 
implicitly or explicitly the following eqoivalence: Barinduction of highcr 
types ~'or decidable predicates i equivalent to barrecursion of higher 
types. Since barrecursion for higher types has the same strength as 
classical analysis, it follows from our consideraOons in Section I. l that 
the above equivalence does not hold. We have on the contrary: Bar- 
induction of higher tyFes for decidable predicates i weaker than bar- 
recursion of higher types. 
1.7. Problems 
There ate quite a number of problems connected with our work, some 
of them within the range of our methods, some not. We mention just 
two of them. 
Problem 1. Is barinduction of higher types proof-theoretical'.,, (that is 
in the sense of Sectien 1.1) of the same strength as barinduction of type 
0? 
The author believes that the answer is "yes" and that probably on'~y 
slight refinements of the methods used in this work are needed in order 
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to obtain the proof. Hnwcver, the author was um;ble to find the lacking 
arguments. 
Problem 2. Is barinduction of higher types for monotonic predicates 
(such as used extensively in [HI ) proof-theoretically weaker than 
classical analysis or perhaps even of the same strength as barinduction 
of type 0? 
The author does not see ~aow to t~,.,dit'y the :Jroof-theoretic treatment 
given in this paper in order to make barinduc~ion for monotonic predi- 
cates amenable to treatment. 
A problem which we did not mention up to ~iow is: Can we prove 
with the aid of our methods the consistency of BID within ZF-? The 
answer is no as the reader will see. However. it would be possible to 
achieve this result with the aid of additional heavy combinatorial 
machinery; but then the size 3f the paper would increase beyond 
reasonable limits; therefore we have restricted ourselves to prove the 
slightly weaker esult stated in Section 1.1. 
1.8. Remarks concerning the proof 
(A) The main work consists in proving statement S in section 1.1 for 
ZF -+ V = L + (x) con (x) where con (x) is a primitive recursive prime 
formula such that (x) con (x) is t~ue. Only a litt!e step is then needed in 
order to pass from ZF- + V = L + (x) con (x) to ZF-. We proceed in 
intuitive terms but in suc~ a way that is easy to see that all our argu- 
ments can be reproduced within ZF -+ V = L + (x)con (x). The proof is 
not self-contained and depends heavily on chapter 7 in [ LN] ; however, 
the proof can be read without further knowledge of [ LN ! if the reader 
is willing to accept hose parts which are borrowed from [ LN ]. 
(B) We use at several places without proof what we call "equations'" 
and "equivalences" between Gbdel terms. This may seem somewhat 
doubtful to the reader. However, this point is quite harmless: the author 
has checked the provability of all equations and equivalences in question. 
Even if by accident some of them were no', provable, we would add them 
as axioms to the calculus EC in § 2 and the proof of Theorem 1 in § 2 
would still go through practically without changes because the equations 
and equivalences u ed are constructively true as one sees at a glance. 
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(C) The proof is organized as follows: ( 1 ) In § 2, we introduce the 
terms of our formal system together with an equational calculus EC 
which is an extension into the transfinite of G~lel's system T. (2) In §3, 
we introduce the basic formal systems TR 0, TR and TRC (with 
BID ~ TR0). (3) In §4, we introduce a conservative extension TRE of 
TRC. (4) In § 5, we introduce the basic pro £-theoreti¢ coacepts for TRE 
(5) § §6 -8  contain the main part of the proof of statement S. 
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2. An equatiolml calculus 
2.1. Types,  te rms and equat ions  
(A) Types are inductively defined as follows: (1) 0 is a type; (2) if 
o I . . . . .  o s. r are types then (o I . . . . .  os/ r )  is a type. 
(B) The b~.sic onstants of our calculus are the followir, g: ( 1 ) a cons- 
tant 0 of  type 0; (2) a constant S of type (0/0); (3) three auxiliary 
constants J, A and ~; (4) parentheses ( , ) ;  (5) the equality sign =. 
b'urther constants will be introduced below. In addition, we have for 
every type o a denumerable ist X~, X~ .... of  variables of type o. We 
use X z , X 2 . . . . .  X,  Y. Z .... in order to denote such variables. 
(C) Below, we are going to introduce terms and constants much in 
the same way as in [Shl, with the difference that our definition extends 
into th ~. transfinite Thereby we use the following notions and notations. 
A term which do,.'s not contain free variables is said to be a constant  
term. Let X I ..... X s be a list of pairwise distinct variables. The notation 
T[X~ ..... X~I denotes a term which does not contain other variables 
besides IX l ..... X~l ; we do not require that all X i occur in T[X  l . . . . .  Xs l  
Let Ql . . . . .  Qs be terms: then T[Q l . . . . .  Qs l  denotes the result of  
replacing every occurrence of X i in T[X  t . . . . .  Xs l  by Qi, i = I . . . . .  s. 
(D) For every denumerable ordinal a we introduce three sets C ,  T 
and K 0 : C is the set of choice constants of rank a, K 0 the set of 
constants of rank 0 and T the set of terms of rank < ,~. 
The set C o is empty, while K 0 and T O are given as follows: 
(A1) 0 is a constant of type 0 in K 0. 
(A2) S is a constant of type (0/0) in K 0. 
(A3) If c c K 0 is a constant of type o, then c is a term ~ T O of type o. 
(A4) Every X~ is a term ~ T o of type o. 
(AS) If T, Qz .... , Qs are terms ~ T O of types (o I ..... as~r) and 
o t ..... o s, respectively, then T(Q l . . . . .  Qs) is a term of type r in T 0. 
(A6) If TtX  ! . . . . .  Ts' Y i  . . . . .  Yt  ] is a term ~ T O of type r and i fX  i 
and Yi are variables of  type o i and tap respectively, then A~. (with T 
short for T[X  l . . . . .  Xs '  Yl . . . .  Yt ] ) is a constant ~ K 0 of type 
(o I . . . . .  o s I(ta I . . . .  , tat/r)). 
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(A7) I fG, H~ K o are constants of types (o i ..... os/r) anu (0. o I ..... o s, 
r/r) respectively then Jr;it is a term of  type ((o i ..... os)/(Olr)). 
Next assume that for h < a the sets C a, T x have already been defined. 
Now we introduce for every type o and list T O ..... T s of constant erms 
of type o from O T~, (k < a) a constant erm ~ro~..,r s of type (0/o) 
called cho,.'ce, constant of rank a; the list T O .... .  T s may thereby be 
empty. By definition, C is the set of  choice :onstants of  rank ~. Fc,r 
typographical reasons, we often use the alternative notation 
~(T  o ..... T s) or even more simply ~(T  0 ..... T s) if the type is g~ven by 
the context; the sequence T O .. . . .  T s is called subscript of the choice 
constant. We use symbols like ~,  ~;, ~ .  ~', etc., in order to denote c!~ oice 
constants of  rank a. Then we continue as follows: 
(A8) A choice constant of  rank a is a term in T of rank a. 
(A9) If T, Ql . . . . .  Qs are terms of rank < t~ and of  types (a I ..... o / r )  
and o I ..... o s, respectively, then T(QI . . . . .  Qs) is a tenn of  rank < a 
(that is in T ) and of type r. 
From the definition we infer: If >, < a, then Tx <::: T .  
A term T is said to have rank a if it belongs to T and if at least ene 
choice constant of  rank a occurs in T; we denote it by rank (T). 
(E) The length of a term T, denoted by lg(T), is given as follows: 
(!)  If T is an X i then lg(T) = 1. (2) If T is a choice constant hen 
ig(T) = I. (3) I f T i sP (Q!  ... . .  Qs) then lg(T) = lg0 o) + 121g(Qi) + 2. 
(~.) If T is a constant of  type 0 (that is in K 0), then lg(T) = l. Thus, 
Ot 
e.g., lg(~To,...,rs) = 1. 
"Occurrence" is inductively given as follows: ( l )  If lg(T) = l, then R 
occurs in T i f fR  is T. (2) If T is P(QI ..... Qs), then R occurs in T i f fR  
is Tor  i f fR  occurs in some Qi or in P. Thus a term T i does not occur in 
the constant ~ro, ~ " 
There are other ~amiliar notions which we have in part already used: 
"occurrence at a certain place in T", "T  is the result of replacing some 
occurrences or R in T by Q". We omit precise definitions of these intui- 
tively evident notions. Many obvious properties of  "occurrence" will be 
us~;d without proof or explicit mention. In particular we note: (1) I fR  
occurs in T, then rank (R)_< rank (T). (2) I fR  occurs in ~ and Q in T, 
then R occurs in T. 
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(F) If T, Q are terms of type o, then T = Q is called an equation of 
type o. If T, Q are of rank < a then the equation has rank <_ a. 
2.2. An equational calculus EC 
Now we consider an equational calculus EC whick is nothing else 
than an extension into the transfinite of the calculuo described in [Sh]. 
The particular terms 0, S(0), S(S(0)), ... will be called numerals; I is 
short for S(0). The axioms of EC are given as follows: 
(El)  T = T is an axiom for every term T. 
(E2) For every list X I ..... Xs' Yi ..... Yt of variables of types 
o t ..... o s, u I ..... /a t, every term T[X  I ..... Xs" Yi ..... Yt l  (abbreviated by 
T) of type r and terms Q: ..... Qs' Pi . . . . .  Pt of types o I ..... °s,/a! ..... /at, 
A~'(Qm ..... Qs)(P! ..... Pt ) = T[QI ..... Qs, Pl . . . . .  Pt ] 
is an axiom. 
(E3~ If G, H are constants of types (o i ..... Os/r) and (0, o I . . . .  o s, T/T) 
and if t is a term of type 0 and Q! ..... Qs are terms of types o~ ..... o s, 
then 
and 
Jc t t (Qt  ... . .  (~)(0) = G(Q t .. . . .  Qs) 
JGH(Qi . . . . .  Qs)tS(t)) = H(t, Ql .. . . .  Qs" JGH(QI .. . . .  Qs )(t)) 
are axioms. 
(E~,) For every choice constant ~'o ..... Ts' the eqt:ations ~ro,...,T(k) = T k 
are a:doms for k < s. If T O ..... T s is empty filer there is no corresponding 
axiom. 
There is just one rule in EC, denoted by REC, namely: 
a=b,A  
B 
where the equation B is obtained from the equation A by replacing one 
or several occurrences of a in A by b or conversely. 
With the aid of the axioms and REC we can introduce as usual proofs 
(in EC). By EC i- A we express that the equation A is provable in EC. 
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2.3. A subcalculus TEC of  EC 
If we restrict attention to those proofs and equations which do not 
contain choice constants, then we get a subcalculus TEC of  EC which 
coincides essentially with the ~aiculus in [Sh, p. 2251 ;in contrast e 
[Sh] our calcl~lus contains variables. There are many ways to show that 
TEC is equivalent with Gbdel's system T; one such way is presented in 
[Sh]. There '~re also various elementary models of TEC. Any o f  these 
can be used in order to prove: 
El .  If n, m are humerals, then TEC I-- n = m if and only if n :? m. 
2.4. Some particular cmutants 
The set T o contains everal particular constants which will play a role 
later. We discuss two of  them ~nd postpone a discussion of  the other 
relevant constants to a later section. 
E2. For every type o there is a constant 0 o in T O with the following 
propertie.~: (a) if o = 0, then 0 o is the basic coustant O; (b) if 
a = (o I ..... Os/r), then EC I-- 0o(Q l ..... Qs) = 0~ for all terms Ql ..... Qs 
of types oj ..... o s. 
The constant 0 o is sometimes called "zero of  type "" a , if no danger 
of confusior~ arises we simply write 0 in place of 0 o. In order to state 
the next lemma, let o s be short for the list o ..... o which contains o 
s-times. 
E3. For every o and every natural number s, there is a constant A o of  
type (oS/(O[o)) in T o which |~las the following properties: (a) for any 
list Qo ..... Qs of  terms of typ?. o,  EC I-- A o (Q0 ..... Qs)(I) = Qi if i _< s, 
and EC I- Ao(Q 0 ..... Qs)(i) = 0 o i fs < i; (b) i fQ i ~ T 0, i<_ s, then the 
two equations in (a) are provable in TEC. 
The proofs of  E2, E3 are routine. We write (Qo ..... Qs) in place of  
Ao(Q 0 ..... Qs). 
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2.5. A homomorph ism o C EC into TEC 
Now we define a mapping t -~ t' which assoc,ates with every term t a 
term t' ~ T o. The definition is by transE::!'- in,luction with respect o 
rank and for fixed rank by induction with respe,:t i.,~ the inductive deft- 
nition of terms. If t E T O, then t = t': in particulai, X' = X. Now let t' 
be defined for all terms .' of rank < ~. Let ~'~(Q0 ..... Q~) be a choice 
constant of rank a. By definition, rank (Qi) < c~, i <_ s; thus QI" is known. 
r t 
We define (~(Q0 ..... Qs ))' = (Q0 ..... Qs>. Now let P(Ql  . . . . .  Qs ) be a 
term of rank c~ and assume that P', Q'l . . . . .  Q's are already known; then 
we put P'(Q'l . . . . .  O's) = (P(Oi  .. . . .  ~ ))'. 
Obvious properties of the mapping t ~ t' are expressed by 
E4. (a) For any t the image t' is in T 0. (b) If TIX~ ... . .  X s ] is a term of 
type r, X i of type o i and Qi ter~:ls of type o i, ti~en T[QI  ..... Qs ]' is 
r ' tQ ' ,  . . . . .  
Less obvious is 
E5. If EC t-- P = Q, then "FEC t-- P' = Q'. 
Proof. (A) First we show: l fP  = Q is an axiom of EC, then P" = Q' is an 
axiom of TEC. 
Case I : P = Q is T = T. Then the statement is obvious. 
Case 2: P= Q is Ar (Q l ..... Qs) = T[O l . . . . .  Qs] ,  with T short for 
T[X  I ..... Xsl. Since by definition T~. ~'0' we have T = T'. Then P' = Q' 
is r (Q j .  Q's) T IQ  I. Q~l~'ccord ingtoE4; thusP '  Q ' i san  
axiom of TEC. 
Case 3: P= Q is JGtt(Q I ..... Qs )(0) = G(Q!  ... . .  Qs)" Then P' = Q' is 
Ja lt(Q1 Qs = G(Q'i Q's) (since J¢;tt J c / /and  G' G) and thus 
an axiom of TEC. 
Case 4: P = Q is JGH(QI . . . . .  Qs) (S( t ) )  = H(t,  Q I ..... Qs" JGH(Q~ .... .  Qs ) ( (  
t t 
= ' ..., ' S t' , cm(Qv Qs) ( . )  ThenP'  Q' i s Ja t~(Q l, Q~)( ( ) )=H( t ' ,Q  1 .... Qe J  ' ..., ' t ' ,  
(since also H' = H). 
Case 5: P = Q is/;~ (Qo ..... Qs )(i) = Oc Then e' = Q' is (Qo ... . .  Q's )(i) = 
Q'r This, however, is an equation provable in "IEC according to L3. 
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(B) It remains to show that an application of  REC is mapped iato an 
application of  REC. Let, e.g., 
a =b e[a] =Q[al 
P[b] =QIb l  
be an REC-inference. Our mapping transforms this inference into 
a' -- b' P ' [a ' l  = Q'[a'] 
P'[b'] = Q'[b']  
where use of  E4 has been made. This, however, is r. correct application 
of REC. 
By combining E ! with E5, :.ve get 
E6. If n, m are numerals, then EC I- n = m i f fn ism. 
2.6. Weak occurrence 
(A) In section 2.1, we have introduced the notion "'R occurs in T", 
which coincides with the familiar notion "'occurrence" usually intro- 
duced in the syntax of formal languages. As noted, a term T k does not 
occur in /~(T  0 ..... T s) although it participates in the definition of  this 
choice constant. In order to take care of this situation we introduce the 
concept "weak occurrence" whose inductive definition is given below. 
We write O(R, T) in order to express that R weakl :,, occurs in T. 
Definition O. 
(1) I fT~ T 0, then O(R, T) i f fR  occurs in T. 
(2) O(R, P(QI ..... Qs)) iff either R is P(Q I ..... Qs) or if eisc O(R. P) 
or O(R, Q~) for some ~. 
(3) O(R, ~(Qo ..... Qs)) i f feither R is ~(Q0 ..... Qs) or else O(R. Qi) 
for some i. 
(B) The relation O has some elementary properties, some of  which we 
list below. 
ET. (a) I fR  occurs in Q then R weakly occurs in Q. (b) If O(R. Q), then 
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rank (R) < rank (Q). to) The set {R/O(R, Q)} is finite. (d) If O(R, P) and 
O(P, Q), then OtR, Q). 
The proofs of E7(a)-(d)  are always by transfinite hlduction with 
respect o the rank of  Q and for fixed rank by induction with respect o 
the inductive definition of  terms. The prool~ are straightforward and are 
omit(ted. 
(C) The relation O gives rise to some derived notions. 
Definition I. Given any finite se! M of terms wc denote by F(M) the set 
of choice constants which weakly occur in some T E M. A finite set M 
of choice constants i called transitive if F(M) = M. In virtue of E7(d), 
we have 
EB. F(F(M)) = F(M), 
Thus F(M) is always transitive. Moreover. i fM is transitive and if 
Me c__ M, then F(M o) ~ M. 
2.7. A tomic substitu tie us 
Definition 2. A fuaction f is called zn atomic substitution of rank a and 
t3 pe (0/o) if the only element in its "tomain is a choice constant 
~'°(T  0 ..... T s) whose image by virtu: o f f  is ~'°(T  o ..... T s. T) for 
some constant erm T of type o and ra'ak < e. 
By transfinite indt ,:tion with respect Io rank we introduce for every 
atomic substitution J a mapping 1tl. of tcrms mto terms. In the definition 
of He, we abbreviate i t/.(t) by t'. Thus, let f be an atomic substitution of 
rank a and type (0/o) (1) if rank (t) < , ,  then t' is t. (2) If t is a choice 
constant of ranka not in the domain of/~ then t' is t. (3 ) i f  t is 
P(QI ..... Qs) and if rank (t) is > a, then t' is P'(Q'! ..... Q: ,~. (4) If t is a 
choice constant/i~ tQ0 ..... Qt) with a < 7, then t' is ~-r(Q~. ..... O't). (5) 
If t is the. (only) choice constant in the domain of f ,  then -' is f(t). 
There are some obvious properties of Hf which are proved by trans- 
finite induction with respect o rank a:'.d/'or fixed rank by induction 
with respect o the length of  terms. They are given by 
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E9. (a) Hf(t)  has the same type and the same rank as t. (b) t and Hit!) 
have the same variables. (c) Let T IXt  ..... Xsl" Q! ..... Qs be terms, 
T'[X l ..... X s ] and Q~ (i_<. s) their images by virtue of  Hf, then 
_~,(T[O t ..... Qsl )= T'[Q'! ..... Q~i. (d) I fR  weakly occurs in T then 
Hf(R)  weakly occurs in Hf(T)  (similarly with "occur"). 
In order to state the next lemma, let us call a proof 9 in EC of  rank 
< a (of rank < (~) if every term T which occurs in 9 has rank < ,~ (rank 
<a) .  
El0. l fP  = Q is provable in EC by means of  a proof of  rank _< a (ef  rank 
<,a) ;:hen Hf(P) = HI(Q) is provable in EC by means of a proof ot Iank 
< a (of rank < a). 
Proof. The proof parallels the proof of E5: One shows that H I. maps 
axiom::', into axioms and correct applications of REC into correct appli- 
cations .~f REC. The statement about the rank is the,eby an imnlediate 
consequence of E9(a). We conten," ourse?ves to discuss axioms of  the 
form ~v'~(P o ..... Pr )(k) = Pk " the other axioms and the rule REC are 
handled by mea,ls of E9 as in the proof of E5. 
Case 1: I f ' ) ,< (~ or'), = a and ~v(P 0 ..... Pr) is not the domain o f f  
then ~(P0 ..... P~)(k) = Pk is not affected by the mapping Hr. 
Case 2: If ~s(P0 ..... P ) belongs to the domain o f / ,  that is. if it equals 
/~'°(T 0..... Ts), then ~'° (T  o ..... Ts)(k) = T k is mapped i~to 
~'° (T  o ..... T s, T)(k) = T k , which is an axiom of EC. 
2.8. Elementary and iterated substitutions 
(A) If we are given a l ist f  0 ..... I~ of atomic substitutions, then we 
can comr'ose the mappings 1t, ..... H ,  in order to obtain a mapping H 
JO  15  . 
of terms :into terms as follows: Hit)  = Hfs(Hf~. , ( ... (lt£o(t) ... ). It is clear 
that H has again the properties decribed by E9 and E I 0. 
(B) For us, it is convenient to consider instead of atomic substitutions 
other objects, called elementary substitutions. An elementary substitu- 
tion is an ordered pair O/, f)  with M a finite transitive set of  choice con- 
i stants and fan  atomic substitution whose only argument is an element 
e of M. The elementary substitution q;/0' f0 ) is said to be connected with 
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the elementary substitution (M t , fl ) iff0(M0 ) ~ MI" A finite list 
(M o. fo ), (M i , f l ), ..., (M,, fs) is a substitut ion ~ f rank  _< a (or < a) if 
(M i, f i  ) is connected witl~ O~i+ l, Ji÷l) for i < s a ld if each choice con- 
stant which occurs in sor:,e M i has rank _< a (or ~. a)(all fi therefore 
being of  rank _< t~ (or < a)). A substitution (M 0. J )) ..... (M s, fs> is said 
W P to be connected with the substitution (M 0` go ) . . . .  (hi t, gt ) if 
fs(Ms) ~ M' o. This is equivalent to saying: (Mo, f  o) .. . . .  (Ms , f  .), 
¢ I 
(M 0, go ) . . . . .  (M t, gt ) is a substitution. As the mapping induced t,y the 
substitution ~.1 o, fo ), ..., (M s. fs ), we take the mapping H given by 
H(t) = Hfs(HA_, ( ... (HIo (t) ...))). 
Without danger of confusion we use symbols H, H~, H 2, H',  ... in 
order to denote both substitutions and the mappings they induce. In 
the special case where s = 0, the induced mapping coincides with f0" 
With the empty list 0 of eletnentary substi;utions we associate the iden- 
tity map: we use H 0 as a symbol both for ~he identity map and 0- 
(C) By a substitut ion chain we understar,d an infinite list (M 0. fo X 
(MI '  f l  ) . . . .  o f  elementary substitutions such that (M i, f i  ) is connected  
with (Mi.  1 ,fz'+i ) for all i. The mapping Hik (i < k) induced by such a 
chain is just the mapping induced by the substitution (M i, f i  ), ..., 
(~lk-I ' fk-!  )" By Hii we denote the identity map ofM i onto itself. 
Evidently, (a) H~./(Hix. (t); = Hii(t) (i <_ k "_'.. j), (b) Hi.i+l tt) = fi( t). The 
substitution chain is said to be comple.,e if the following holds: for 
every i and ~ ~ M~ there is a k > i such that Hik(~) is the (only) argument 
in the domain ofY k . 
(D) A substitution H = (M 0./o ) ..... (M s, Ys ) in turn is called complete 
if for every ~ ~ M 0 the e is an i <_- s such that Hi(~) ~ dora (fi), where H i 
is (Mo, f  o) .. . . .  (Mi-I' fi I )" 
t 
(E) l fH  = (M o. fo ) . . . . .  (M s, J's) is connected with H' = <3t 0, gu), ..., 
(M~. gt ), then we denot.e the composed substitution <M o, .to) . . . . .  (M s, fs), 
P # (M O, go ), ..., (M t, gt ) by HH'. The operation HH' plays about the same 
rc,e as the usual concatenation of sequence numbers. We note in this 
connection: I 'H  is connected with H' and i fH'  is complete then HH' is 
complete. Moreover, according to our definition of mapping induced 
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by a substitution, we have the following identity: (HH')( t )  = H'(H(t) ) .  
(F) Let H i (i = 0, 1, 2 .... ) be a denumerable list o f  substitutions such 
mat H i is connected with Hi .  I for all i. Let H o H I ... H s be <M 0' f0) ..... 
(Mns, fns) and assume that none of the H i is empty. By taking the union 
of  all finite sequences H o H~.... H s, we obtain a substitution chain called 
the infinite product o fH  0, H ! .... and denoted by HoH 1 H 2 .. . .  
Similarly, we call t i  o H l ... H the product of 11 o ..... H s. The following 
lemma is an immediate consequence of  our definitions: 
El 1. I fH  0, H l .... is a denumerable ist of  complete substitutions such 
that each H e is connected w i~ Hi+ l , then 1t 0 H i H 2 ... is a complete sub- 
stitution chain. Similarly in case of a finite list H o ..... H s. 
2.9. Reducibi l io,  
(A) In this section, (Mo,Jl)) . . . . .  tM i. tl.) . . . .  is an arbitrary but fixed 
complete substitution chain. According -~o the replacement axiom, there 
is a smallest denumerable ord.~nal e with the property: Ever5.. choice 
constant/j which occurs in some M i has rank < a. The ordinal c~ will also 
be kept fixed in what follows. 
By G(M i) we denote the set of  terms T with the property: If/~ is a 
choice constant which occu~ in T, then ~ ~ M r it is evident hat G(M i) 
is indeed a set and that G(M i) c__ Ta" There are two properties of  G(M i) 
which will be used below: (1) if/~ is a choice constant in G(M i) then 
E Mi; (2) if ~(Q0 ..... Qs) E M i, then Q~ ~ G(M i) (] = 0 ..... s). Property 
(1) is an immediate consequence of the definition of  G(Mi), and proper- 
ty (2) follows from the definition of "weak occurrence", the transitivity 
ofM i and the definition of G(Mi). 
(B) The mapping induced by a substitution H is not a set but a class. 
However, if we restrict H to the set of  terms of  ra~k < a, then H reduces 
to a function H ~ which belongs to the universe of ZF-'. Below, we work 
with/am in place of//., but for simplicity we still write H instead of/'/*. 
We also use the following notation: We write a t- T = Q in order to indi- 
cate ".hat there is a proof  9 in EC of T - Q of  rank < ~. 
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(C) Now we are going to define for every i a :'.otion of a,i-reducibility 
which applies to constant erms belonging to G, ~li). Since a is kept 
fixed, we simply write i-reducible in place of t~.i-'educible. The n~tion 
/-reducibility is closely related tn the reducibility notion in [Sh, pp. 226] 
Definition 3. 
(a) A constant erm T~ GOlk) of type 0 is k-reducible if there is a 
/ 2_ k and an n such that a I-- Hk/(T) = n. 
(b) A constant erm T~ G(M k ) of type (o I ..... o~/r) is k-reducible if 
for every/>= k and all constant erms Ql ..... Qs ~ 6'(M/) of types 
o I ..... o s which arc/-redt.cibIe the term ltk/(T~,(Qi ..... Qs) is j-reducible 
(note that Hk/(T) ~ G(Mi)). 
Our aim is to prove that every constan: term T of type 0 and belong- 
ing to G(M i) is/-reducible This is accomplished with the aid of several 
lemmas. Thereby, we note the following obvious fact: If T E G(M k), 
then Hki(T) E GO.t/) (k ~/ ) .  
(D) 
El 2. Let T be a constant erm in G(M k ). Then 1" is k-reducible, iff Hki(T) 
is hreducible (k _-< j). 
Proof. The proof is by induction with respect o type. 
(a) T has type 0. If T is k-reducible, then there is an s _~ k and an n 
with 0~ I-- Hj.s(T) = n. If/_~ s, then a t- His(Hki(T)) = n holds in ,,irtue 
of E 10 and Hks(T) = His(Hki(F)). Thus Hki(T) is j-reducible. If s < ] 
then c~ I-- Hsi(Hks(T)) = u according to El0,  that is, ~, ~ Hki(T) = n. But 
then Hkj(T) is j-reducib e. If conversely Hkj(T) is/,reducible, then 
J- His(Hki(T)) = n for ~ome n and s > 1, that is, ~ I--- Hks(T) = n; thus 
T is k-reducible. 
(b) Let T have type (c I ..... o J r )  ant r assume the statement to be 
proved for o I ..... o s, r. Assume that T is k-reducible. In order to ~how 
that H~i(T) is/-reducib I , assume/<= i, and let Q i ..... Qs E G(Mi) be 
/-reducible terms of types o 1 ..... o s, By definition, Hki(T)(Ql ..... Qs) is 
/-reducible. The latter expression can be rewritten as H/i(Hkj(T))(Q l .... , 
Qs) In virtue of the arbitrariness of  i ~_ j and Q] ..... Qs ~ G(Mi)' it fol- 
lows that Hki(T) is/-reducible. 
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(C) Let T be as before, but asst,,ne now that Hk/(T) is/-reducible. Thus 
assume k =< i and let QI ..... Qs E G(Mi) of types o I ..... o s be/-reducible. 
If/~_ i, then Hk~(T)(QI ..... Qs) equals H/~(Hk/(T))(Q ! ..... Qs) which is 
i~reducible in virtue of the/-reducibil ity of  Hk/(T). Now assume k _~ i < L 
According to the inductive assumption, Hi/(Q! ) ..... Hii(Q ~) are/'-reducible 
and therefore Hki(T)(Hii(QI) ..... lti/(Q s)) is/-reducible. The last term 
can be rewritten as Hi/(Hki(T)(Q j ..... Qs)). From the inductive assump- 
tion, we infer that Hki(T)(Qt ..... Qs) is/-reducible. In virtue of  the 
arbitrariness of i _~ k and QI . . . .  Cs E G(Mi), we infer that T is k- 
reducible. 
Prior to the next lemmas we insert a remark concerning the notation. 
If T[X~ ..... T s/ isa te rm~ G(Mk) and k ~_ i, thenHki(T IX l ..... Xsl )  
is a term ~ G(Mi) which contains the same variables as TIX I ..... X s I ; 
we denote this term more conveniently by Hki(T)[X I ..... X s ! and if 
Ql ..... Qs are some other terms nf appropriate type, then we denote by 
Hki(T)[Q! ..... Qs ] the result ol replacing X I ..... X s in Hki(TIX t ..... X s/) 
by QI ..... Qs, respectively. 
El3. Let T[X l ..... A s ] be a term in G(Mk); assume that all constants 
which occur in Tr .... X s ] are = • tX t , k-reducible. If k < i and if 
QI ..... Qs ~ G('l'li) are/-reducible then Hla(T)[Q! ..... Qsl is/-reducible. 
Proof. The proof is hy induction with respect o the length of T. 
(a) If T is a variable, then the statement is trivially true. 
(b) If T is a constant C then Hki(C)IQ l ..... Qs I is H;a(C~ which is 
/-reducible according to E 12. 
(c) Let T be composed and assume for simplicity that it has the ferm 
P[X] (R IX/). Assume in addition that the statement holds for P[X] and 
R[X] .  Then Hki(T[Q! ) is HkitP)IQI(Hki(R)[QI ). According to the 
induction hypothesis, Hki(P)[QI and Hki(R)[Qi are/-reducible and thus 
Hki( T)[ Q/ is/-reducible. 
El4.  If P, Q =~ G(Mk), if,y l- P = Q, and i fQ is k-reducible, then P is 
k-reducible. 
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Proof. By induction with respect o type we she w that the lemma is true 
for all k. 
(a) P, Q have type 0. Then tz I-- Hkj(Q) = n for some k < ] arm some n. 
Then tx t- Hki(P) = n acco-ding to E l0 and an application of REC. Thus 
P is k-reducible, 
(b) Let P. Q have type o = (o t ..... o,/r) and assume the statement to 
be true for a ! ..... e s. r aad a!,l/c Let Qt ..... Qs ~ G(M]) bt, j-reducible 
for a / ~ k. From E ! 0, we in?er Hkj(P) = Hky(Q) and by means of  REC 
we find: 
(*) I-- Hk/(P)(Q ] ..... Qs) = Hx./(Q)(Q l ..... Qs). 
Since Q is k-reducible by assumption, we infer that HI.i(Q)(Q l ..... Qs) 
is i-reducible. Using the inductive assumptiol{, we infer from (*) that 
Hti(P)(Q ! ..... Qs) is j-reducible. From the arbitrariness o f /and  
Ol ..... Qs' we it~fer that P is k-reducible. 
El5, l fQ  ~ G[ ;1;, ) has type CO/r) and if Q(n) is k-reducible for all n, 
then Q is k-reducible. 
Proof. Assume k =< 1, let b ~ G(Mi) be of type 0 and ]-reducible. By 
definition, e t- Ho(b) = n for some i _-< i and some n. By assumption, 
Q(n) is k-reducible, and according to El 2, Hki(Q(n)), that is, 
H/i(HxT(Q))(n) is i-reducible. From o~ ~ H/i(b) = n and REC, we infer 
From (**) and El4,  we inter that Hii(H~7(Q))(Hii(b)) is/-reducible. This 
is the same as to say dlat H/i((H~.i(Q)(b)) is/-reducible. From El 2, we 
infer that Hki(Q)(b) is ]-reducible. From the arbitrariness of]  and b, we 
infer that Q is k-reducible. 
(E) Now we come to the main result about k-reducibility. 
Theorem 1. I f  T is a constant erm in G(M k ), then T is k-reducible. 
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Proof. We proceed by transfinite induction with respect o rank (T) and 
for fixed rank by induction with respect o the inductive definition of  
te~.-m, s. 
(I) The rank of T is 0. 
(1) If T is the constant S or 0, then the statement is trivially true. 
(2) If T is P(Qt ..... Qs), then P. Ql ..... Q, are k-reducible according 
to the inductive assumption, and thus P(QI ..... Qs) is k-reducible t)y 
definition. 
(3) Let P[X l ..... Xs' Yl ..... Yt ] (abbreviated by P) be a term of 
rank 0 with the property that all constants occurring in P are k-reducible. 
Let Q , , Q° ~ G(M,) and l "" o ~ <R l ..... ,Rr~G(M i) be]-andi-reducible, 
respectively, where k = / = i, Let Qa be short for Hii(Q a) and note that 
nki(e) = Hki(P) = tt/i(nk/(e)) = e. Sin,:e 
P ) ) 
a I- Ae(Q ~ ..... Qs){Rl ..... Rr)  =PIQ'~ ..... Qs" Rl ..... R,I, 
we infer fiom El 2 -E14 that Ae(Q' I ..... Qs)(R I ..... R t) is/-reducible. 
From the arbitrariness o fR  l ..... R t and i, we infer that Ae(Qi ..... Qs) 
is ]-reducible, From the arbitrariness of Q I ..... Qs and/, we infer that 
At, is k-reducible. 
(4) Let T be JCH' Let G, H be k-reducible, and assume for simplicity 
that G has type (o/r). Let Q ~ G(Mi) be/-reducible, where k <= ]. We 
show by induction with respect o n that Jc, n(Q)(n) is/-reducible. From 
a t-- JGH(Q)(O) = G(Q) and from the k-redl~cibility of G and El4, we 
infer that Jctt (Q)(0) is/-reducible. From 
a I"- JGH(Q)(S(n)) = H(n, Q, JGH(Q)(n)), 
from the k-reducibility of H, and from E 14 and the assumed ]-reducibility 
ofJc#(Q)(n),  we infer the/-reducibility ofJctt(Q)(S(n)),  which com- 
pletes the induction. 
From E15, we infer the/-reducibilit~ of Jan(Q) and from the arbit- 
rariness of Q1 ..... Qs finally the k-reduc ibility of Jcn .  The statement of 
the theorem has thus been proved for )he case where T has rank O. 
(II) Now assume that the statment of  "!m theorem has been proved 
for every k and every constant term of rank < ~,. 
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( I )  Let ~(T o ..... T s) be a choice constant of rm~k ), in G(Mx.). Accord- 
ing to (A) in this section, ~(T 0 ..... T s) belongs to M k and T o ... . .  T s to 
G(M k ). According to the induction hypothesis, TO ..... T s are k-reducible. 
In order to .show that ~(T o ..... T s) is k-reducible, it suffices to show that 
~(T o ... . .  Ts)(n) is k-reducible for every n. 
Case i: n _-< s. Then a ~ ~(T o ... . .  Ts)(n) = T,,, and ~iccording to the 
assumption of transfinite induction, T n is k-reducible. From El4,  we 
infer that ~(T 0 ..... T,)(n) is k-reducible. 
Case 2: s < n. Since tl,e substitution chain is complete, there exists 
a ] ->_ k such that 
Ht.i(~(To ... . .  Ts)) = ~(To ... . .  T's' Po ..... P,) 
and n _~ s + t + l, where ~ is short for Hki(Ti). ~(T o .. . . .  T's' Po .. . . .  Pr ) 
is a choice constant of rank X in A1 i, while T O ... . .  T's' Po ... . .  Pt are 
constant erms of rank < ;k in G(M/); according to the inductive assump- 
t t 
tion they ar,: all j-reducible. On the other hand, ~(T 0 ..... T's, Po ..... Pt )(n) 
P 
P,-s- I  is an axiom and thus ~(T o ... . .  Ts' P0' • ' Pt )(n) is/-reducible 
according to El4. This is the same as to say that Hkj(~(T o ... . .  Ts)(n)) is 
preducible. This implies, according to E12, that ~(T 0 ..... Ts)(n) is k- 
reducible. 
By combining cases I and 2 we infer from El5 that ~(T 0 ..... T s) is 
k-reducible. 
(2) The remaining case where T is composed is now treated in precise- 
ly the same way as the corresponding case (I-2) for a term of rank 0. 
Corollary I. !. f f  T is a constant te,'m in G(M k ) o f  type O, then there is 
a smallest j 2_ k and exac ly  ant" n .,uch that a b Hki(T) = n for  all i ~_ j. 
2. ! O. A n auxil iary lemma 
For later use v,e note an auxiliary lemma, namely, 
E l6.  Let 9 be a proof  in EC of rank _~ a of the equation R = Q. Let 
~(T  0 ..... T s) be a choice constant of rank a and type (0/o) occurring 
in 9 .  Let T be a term of type (0/o) which has the following property: 
for every i K s, one can prove in EC the equation T(i) = T r Let finally 
9 ', Q', R' be the result of  replacing every occurrence of  ~(T  0 ..... T s) 
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in 9, Q, R respectively by T. Then 9 '  is a proof in EC ofR '  = Q'. 
Proof. All one has to show is that every axiom in J' is transformed by 
the replacement in an equation which is provable in EC and that every 
application of REC is transformed by the replacement into an applica- 
tion of REC. We conteat ourselves with a discussion of axioms of the 
form ~(Qo .. . . .  Qt) ( i )  -- Qj; the other axioms and the rule REC ar~ 
trivial to treat. 
Case 1: ~(Q0'  ""' Qt) is different from ~(T  0 ..... Ts). Since 9 has 
rank _< a we have 3,< ~, and thus rank(Q/) < 3, for /= 1 ..... t. The re- 
placement in the lemma does therefo, ~. not affect the axiom 
" " ,  Qt )(i) = Qr 
Case 2. The axiom in question is ~"(T o ..... Ts)( i )  = T i. Since T i has 
rank < ~, the term T i remains unaffected by the replacement. On the 
other hand, ~"(T 0 ..... T s) is replaced by T. The axiom therefcre trans- 
forms into T(i) = T~, which by assumption is provable in EC. The lemma 
is thus proved. 
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3. Some formal systems 
3.1. Formulas and sequents 
As basic frame of our formalism, we use a language o whose con- 
stants, variables and terms are those of the equational calculus EC. In 
addition, _o contains the logical connectives ^, v ,  ~, -3, v, E, ( ,) ,  
equality =, and the sequential arrow -~. Prime formulas are equations 
R ~ T. with R. T of type 0; arbitrary formulas are introduced as usual. 
We distinguish between free and bound occurrences of a variable and 
assume that "T is free for X in A(X)"  is understood. Quantification 
(v X) is abbreviated by (X). 
A formula A is said to be constant it it does not contain free variables 
and closed if h~ addition it does not contain choice constants. A constant 
term T of type 0 is called saturated if EC ~ T = n for some numeral n; 
we write IT1 " n in thi~ case. A constant prime formula T = Q is saturated 
if T and Q are saturated: it is true if ITI = IQI and false otherwise. 
A sequent  is an expression A ~ .... .  A s ~ B 1 .. . . .  B t (A i, B k formulas) 
with s = 0 or t = 0 admitted: the sequent is normal if t -<_ 1, that is, if at 
most one formula occurs on the right-hand side of the arrow. A sequent 
is constant if it does not contain free variables; a sequent is pr ime if it 
contains only prime formulas. A constant prime sequent A ! .. . . .  As -" 
B ! . . . . .  B t is saturated if ali Ai, B k are saturated: it is true ;.f at least one 
A i is false or at least one B i true and it is false otherwise. 
3.2. Hevt ing ar i thmetic HA 
(A) For easy reading, we write T' instead of S(T) ,  where T is a term 
of type 0. The axioms of HA :~re: 
( I)  sequents of the form --~ T = Q, where T, Q have type 0 and where 
EC I-- T = Q holds: 
(2) sequents of the form A ~ A, c,'dled logical axioms;  
(3) sequents of the form a = ~, A -~ B, where A, B are prime, and 
where B is obtained from A by replacing one or several occmrences of  a 
3y b or conversely: 
(4) sequents of the form 
(5) sequents of the form 
(6) sequents of the form 
(7) sequents of the form 
a ~ ~- 0 ~. 
a' --" b'-* a -b ;  
a=b- ,  b=a;  
p +u =q,  q +(v + 1) =r-~ p + ( (u+v)  + 1) =r. 
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We note that sequents of  the form -- a = a and u = b, b = ¢ ~ a = c 
occur among those listed under (1) and (3). The rules of HA are: 
(1) the rules of  intuitionistic sequential predicate logic, with quantifi- 
cation for all types; 
(2) the induction ode 
A(x), I" .+ A(x')  
A(0), I" ~ A(t)  
(where x is not in the conclusion, and t is free for x in A ). 
(.B) If we omit the ind,action rule from HA, then we obtain a system 
HA)'. The two properties of  HAr which will be of interest o us later are 
given by: 
HAO. (1) If l iAr I-- S, then there is a proof 9 o in HAt of  S which con- 
tains only cuts whose cut formula? : re prime. ~ 2) la HAr, we can prove 
all sequents p < q, q < r ~ p < r and p ~ q ,.~ -,7 r -* p < r (with x < y 
and x < y short for (Es)(x + (s + ! ) = y) and (Es)(x +s = y), respectively). 
Statement HA '~ (1) can be proved, e.g., by a slight modification of  the 
proof of  Theorem 48 in [ 1M l, and HA0-(2) is an immediate consequence 
of the fact that all sequents listed under clause (7) above are axioms of 
HAr. 
In order to have an easy terminology at hand we call a proof 9 in 
HAt pseudo-cutfre~ if it contains only cuts whose cut formulas are prime. 
3.3. Heytinl~ arithmetic ph,s extensionality HAE 
(A) The system HAE is obtained from HA by adding to HA a cert,dn 
extensionality rule Ext to be described below. In order to describe it we 
need some notation. 
Let T be a term of type o = (o ! ..... os/r); let X l ..... X s be variables 
of types o I ..... Os, respectively, which are pairwise distinct and which 
do not occur in T. Then T(X l ..... X s) is a term of type r which we call 
for the moment being an immediate projection of T. Now let T o ..... T m 
be a list of terms such that: (1) T o = T; (2) T~+ l is an immediate projec- 
tion of Ti; (3) T m has type 0. Such a chain always exists. The variables 
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which occur in T m split tip in ,~ two sets: the set of variables which 
occur in .7", and the set Z 1 , ... Z n of variables which do not occur in T. 
Apart from the choice of the 'ariables Z I ..... Z,:,, the term T m is 
uniquely determined by T. We call T m a form associated with T a,~d 
denote it by T/Z  I . . . .  Z m . If,qe replace in T/Z  i . . . . .  Z,,, the variable 
g i by a term Qi of  the. saint tv!e (i = I . . . . .  m) ,  then we obtain a term 
of type 0 which we denote by T iQ I . . . . .  Qm" We also write simply T/Z, 
or 7"/Q in place of  T/Z  ! .. . . .  Z or T/QI  . . . . .  Q,n" respectively. 
tB) Now we are in a position to state our extensionality rule. In order 
to state it, let the following objects be given" ( 1 i terms T i and Qi of type 
o,, respectively (i = ! ..... s); (2) a type o -- (e 1 ..... o~/r); (3) s lists 
~t .. . . .  Z s of v_'ariables which do not occur in any of the terms T i, Qi and 
such that Ti /Z  i (and hence Qi/Z i )  is a TFform (Qi-form), i = 1, ..., s; (4) 
a term P of type o: (5) a list R t ..... R m (or R) of terms of suitable types 
such that the expression P(T  l ..... Ts) /R  1 ... . .  R,n makes sense. The rule 
Ext then looks as follows: 
r-+ r,l , ^ ,.. ^ r ,  :,2,/Z, 
Ext 
f" "+ PfT!  .. . . .  Ts)IR== P(Qi  .. . . .  Qs )1~ 
proviso that the ~ariables Zl ..... Zs do not occur free in the with the 
conclusion. 
The system HAE i- obtained by acldilion of the rule Ext to HA 
(C) That our rule Ext reasonably refle,:ts extensionality is perhaps 
not immediately evident. That this is indeed so is illustrated in the case 
s -- 1 by the following fact, whose easy verificat'.on is omitted: In HAE, 
we can prove the sequent 
for all compatible type structures. 
(D) What is meant by saying that a substitution H maps a proof (9 (in 
HAE) into another proof H( 9 ) is clear: the mapping is simply obtained 
by replacing every prime formula T = Q in 9 by H(T) = H(Q) .  That 
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H( 9 ) is indeed a proof in HAE follows immediately from E 10; it is 
clear that H( 7 ) has the same logical structure as 9 .  
Here and later on, we always assume that proofs are given in tree form 
with the axioms at the top and the endsequent a the bottom. Quite 
generally, we will use the notions and notations used in [IM ! in connec- 
tion with sequential calculus. Finally, here and later on, we ttse HAE I-- A 
as short for HAE I--- -~ A; similarly with other theories than HAE. 
3.4. Equivalent terms 
(A) Two terms T, Q of the same type are called equivalent if
HAE I- (X)(T/.~= Q/.Y) ho!ds; we write T ~ Q in this case. Let A - B 
be short forA ~ B A B ~ A. 
HAl.  (a~ Let H be a substitution and assurae T ~ Q. Then H(T)  ". H(Q). 
e (b) Assume Qi ~ Qi' i = ! . . . . .  s; then T[Q ! . . . . .  Qs} "- r [0 '  l ..... Q's]. 
(c) Assume Qi "" Q~' i = I . . . . .  s an6 ,et A(X  I . . . . .  X s) be a formula such 
that Qi and Q~ are free f,: r X i in A (Qi" QJ" Xi all of tile same type); then 
..,, a ' .... HAE I-- A(Q ! , Qs ) =-- tQ 1 , Q's ). 
Statement (a) is evident; (b) is proved by an easy induction with 
respect o the length of T making thereb:; use of  Ext; (c) is proved by 
induction with respect o logical complexity of  A. making thereby use 
of (b) in the case where A is prime. We omit the details of the routine 
proof. 
, ° .p  A f • . . , i  The two fo rmulasA(Q I, Qs ), (Ql Q's) in HAl are called 
immediate ly  isomorphic. More generally, we call two formulas A. B iso- 
morphic if there is a list A o . . . . .  A s of  formulas uch that ( 1 ) A 0 is A. 
(2) A s is B, (3) A i is irmlediately isomorphic with Ai÷ I , "'Isomorphic" 
is clearly an equivalence relation. 
The following statement is evid znt. 
HA2. I fA is isomorphic with B. ~en HAE I- A = B. 
The relation "isomorphic" has some simple syntactical properties 
which will be used later on withot:: proof. We cite two examples: 
(1) I fA(X l ..... X s) is isomorphic with B(X  t . . . . .  Xs),  then A(T  l . . . . .  T s) 
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is isomorphic with B(T  t . . . . .  T s) provided T t ..... T s are free for X t .... X s 
in A. B. (2) I f (ES)A(S)  is isomorphic with (ES)B(S) ,  then A(Q)  is iso- 
morphic with B(Q)  for any term Q free for S in A(S) ,  B(S) .  Qaite gener- 
ally, irA is isomorphic with B, then A and B have the same logical struc- 
ture, 
(B) For later use we introduce a new rule, the com, ersio,2 rule, which 
looks as follows: 
,4 .,l s + 8 
C 1 ..... 
A'  ,'1' + B' ,  
I + . . . .  S 
t where A; and'B are isomorphic with A i and B' respectively, i = 1, ..., s. 
3.5. Pc, "ticular const .mts and ji'nite sequences 
(A) Our next aim is to discuss ome particular constants of rank 0 
which will bc closely related to finite sequences of elements of type o. 
For simpl!city, we often omit type indices, tacitly assuming that all 
coastants, terms, variables and equations aie provided with a compatible 
type structure. The existence of the constants to be discussed and their 
progerties are all provable in that fragment HAE 0 of HAE which does 
not contain choice constants. We omit all prcofs which are routine and 
belong to the realm of primitive recursion theory of functionals of 
higher type. 
(B J For every o there exists a constant ('v of type v = (0/o) whose 
inductive definition is as follows: (!)  if o -= 0 then Cv(n) = n; (2) if 
o = (o I . . . . .  os/r) ,  then we have (X  t . . . . .  Xs ) (Cv(n) (X  t . . . . .  X s) ~ C(n) ) .  
Evidctlt properties of C thus defined are: (a) C,~(0) "-, 0o ; (b) 
( .~)(Cotn)/~ = . ) .  
(C) While there are simple ways to represent fini~.e sequences of 
natural numbers by natural numb,~rs, it is not completely e.Adent how 
to codify finite sequences of objects of type o. Among different possi- 
bilities, we chose a particular one which is most suited for our purposes. 
We thereby use the following notation: A sequence 0o ~, ..., 0as of  zeros 
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will be abbreviated by O. We consider every element a of type (0/o) = v 
as representing a certain finite sequence of elements of  type o as follows: 
(1) the length n of  the sequence is given by n - a(O)/O (or, more briefly, 
n = a/O); (2) the sequence in question is a ( l )  ..... a(n) if 1 < n, and 
empty otherwise. Clearly there is a constant L of  rank 0 and type (v/0) 
given by L(a)  = a/6. 
(D) There are several constants of rank 0 and suitable type which per- 
mit  us to handle finite sequences in the usual way. Below, we always put 
v = (0/o). The constant Ao of  type (v, O/v) is defined as follows: 
(1) A0(a, x)(0) = Cv(x); 
(2) A0(~,, x)( i)  ~ a(i)  for 1 < i < x; 
(3) A0(a,.r)(i) ~ 0 a forx  -.'. i. 
We write 6(x) as short for A0,: ~, x). The constant A l of  type (v, O, u, O/v) 
is given as follows: 
(1) x, #, y ) (0 )  ~ C,(x  +y) ;  
(2) A 1 (~, x, [3, y)( i )  "- a(i)  i!" 1 <_ i ~ x: 
(3) A 1 (a, x, #, y) ( i )  ~ [3( i -x)  i f x  < i __< x +y: 
(4) Al (a ,x , [3 ,y ) ( i )  ~ 0 o i fx  +y  < i. 
We write ~(x)BO') as short for A ! (a, x, •, y). 
Evident properties of  these constants are: (a) L(atx~:) = x; 
(b) L(~(x)~O')) =x +y.  Finally, there is a constant A 2 of type (v, 0, v/v) 
given as follows: 
(1) A2(~, x,/3)(i) ~ a(i~ for i __< x; 
(2) A2(~z, x,/~)(i) =/3(i -- (x + 1 )) for x < i. 
We use ~(x) o/~ as short for A2(a, x, #). 
(E) Of basic importance to us is a certain functional ~ of  type 
((O/v)/(O/(O/v))) whose inductive definition is as follows: 
( l )  ~ 
(2) •(//)(i + l )~  Z(~)(i)~(i+ I)
(where ~ is of  type CO/v)). Expressed more explicitly: 
and 
Z(~)(i) ~ ~(0)~(1 ) ... ~(i) if i > 0 
~ ~(O)(L(~(0)) )  i f  i -- O. 
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(F) There is a constant Tr of type (v/v) which behaves as follows: 
( 1 ) Tr (~)(0) "-, C~(max(O, L(~) - l )): 
(2) Tr(m)(i) ~ a( i+ l ) i f  1 =< i<= n-- l; 
(3) Tr(~)(i) ~ 0 o i fn  _~ i. 
We often write ottr in place o1" Tr (er). 
(G) < ) is a constant of type (o/(0/o)) which ::ssociates with every 
element u of  type o an element ('0 of type (0/o) which behaves as follows: 
( 1 ) (tO(O) "-- Cv( 1 ): 
(2) <u>(l) ~ u: 
(3) (u)(i)'-, O. for 1 < z. 
(H) We use 13 c a as short for 
(s)( 1 <= s <= L(~) ~ a(s) "" 31s)) A L(a) < L([3) 
and/3 c_ a as short for 
(s)((I <= s< L(a~ ~ ~(s),-  ~(s)) ^  L(e~) <= L((3). 
Both relations c ,  c__ are clearly partid orderings with c satisfying in 
addition: 7 ~ c a. 
Between the constants introduced above and c ,  ~ are some obvious 
connections, all of them easily provable in HAE 0 . We list a few of them: 
(!)  Z(~)[i) c_c_ X;(~)(k) if k ~_ i: 
(2) ~(x)<u> c a(x): 
(3) ~(x)~ly) ~ ~(x). 
(1) There are quite a number of equivalences between the constants 
introduced so far, which call all be proved in HAE.j with the aid of 
induction ai'd extensionality. We list a few of them without proof: 
( l )~( i+  1)"- (a(l))~tr(/); 
(2) ~(s)(3(s + t) ~ 6(s) l~(t); 
(3) L(,~(s)O) = s + L(/~): 
(4) (~(k) o 1~)(i) "" ~(i) if/<= k; 
(5) l (y)(x +y)  --- 
(6) ~(x)(~v)~t(s)0 ' +s)) "-" (~(x)~(y)(x +Y))~I(s). 
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In the ca::e of  the equivah,nce in clause (4), even more can be said: For 
fixed i, k with i _~ k, we can prove in EC the equality (fi(k) o [3)(0 = t~(i). 
This ;:'ill be of  use later on. Other equivalences will be used in the sequel 
which do not appear in the list: they are of the same elementary chai'ac- 
ter and can easily be proved in HAE 0. 
3.6. Some formulas 
Let D(X) be any formula (where X is of type v = (0/o)), which may 
contain other variables and constants of  any kind. Then a c o /3 is short 
for t~ c 13 A D(t~) A D(/3). Evidently c o is again a partial ordering with 
the additional property: -lot c D a. We use W(CD)as abbrev!ation for 
(~)(Ex)-7 X(~)(x + 1 ) c D ~(~)(x). 
3.7. The formal system TR; the basic assumption 
(A) The basic object of  our investi ,ation is :l formal system TR whose 
definition will be given below. 
The axioms of TR are those of HAE and in addi~-ion for every term Y 
of type ((0/~)/0) and every term Q of type (O/o), an axiom of the form 
~.(Ex, y)(~)(Y(Q(x) o [3) = y ), called a continuio' axiom for reasons 
explained below. Tile rules of  TR are those of HAE plus the following 
rule TI of  transfinite induction: 
D(t~(x)), ([3, y)(~(x)O(y) c o ~(x) D A(~(x)~O')), r -~ ,-I(fitx)) 
TI 
IV(c o ), D(F( t)), r -~ AtF(t)). 
where F is an arbitrary term of  type (0/o), t ai~ arbitrary, term of  type 0 
such that F(t) is free for t~ in D(tz) and A(0t), respectively, and where 
and x are variables of type v and O, respectively, which do not occur free 
in the conclusion. Proofs in TR are as usual visualized as finite trees. 
(B) If we restrict attention to those proofs in TR which do not con- 
tain choice constants, then we get a subsystem TR 0 of  TR which is a 
formal system in th.e most familiar sense of the word: (1) its language 
(which contains only constants of  rank 0) is recursively enumerable: '~'0 
(2) the set of axioms is recursively enumerable; (3) the set of  rules is 
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recursively enumerable. Thus there exists a primitive recursive function 
con (x) such that (x)(con (x) = 0) expresses the consistency of TR 0. This 
gives rise to the basic assumption, mentioned in the introduction and 
adopted throughout what follows: 
Assumption A. The system "FR O is consistent, or what amcants to the 
~me,  the statement (x)(con (x) = 0) is true. 
(C) By extending the homomorphism explained in section 2.5 to 
proofs in TR we can map proofs :9 in TR in an obvious way into proofs 
3 ~' in TR 0` In particular, a proof 9 in TR of --~ n = m is mapped by the 
homomorphism into a proof 9 '  in TR 0 of ~ n = m. From Assumption 
A we therefore obtain: 
HA3. The system TR is consistent. 
As noted in the introduction, wc could omit Assuml~tion A only on 
the exr~ense of heavy additional combinatorial work. What can be proved 
withot,t much difficulty, however, is: If ZF-  is consistent, then TR 0 is 
consistent. Such a proof  is e.g. implicitly contained in [BSI] .  
(D) With respect o our continuity axioms, we content us with one 
remark. Making use of the definition of  ~(x) o/3 of HA1 and some addi- 
t!onal constants of rank 0, we can derive without difficulty the following 
sequents for all compatible type structures: 
--, ( Y)(a)(Ex)(/3)((s)< x(t~(s) ~/3(s)) ~ Y(tO = Y([J)). 
it is clear that this sequent states that all functionals of type ((0/o)/0) 
are continuous. 
3.8. An extension TRC of  TR  
(A) If we add to TR the conversion rule C (section 3.4(B)) then we 
obtain an extension TRC of TR. A proof 9 in TRC is said to be of 
rank _<- e if all formulas which occur in 9 have rank < 6. From HA2 
we infer: 
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HA4. A proof ~ in TRC can be transformed into a proof ~ '  in TR, 
having the same endsequent as 5~ 
From this and HA3, we g~t 
HAS. The systen~ rRC is co1~sistent. 
The conversion rule is not indispensable, but. it is convenient since it 
permits an easy handling of zquivalent terms. 
3.9. Barinduction for decidable pre~fcates 
(A) Let a be a variable of type v = (0/o) and P(a), Q(a) formulas of 
rank 0 which may contain additional free variables. Let D(a) be short 
for 
(P(~(L(a))) A (s)</,tc0-1 P(&(s))) V (s)< I ta~-I P(~(s)). 
Let H i, i = 1, ..., 5, denote in that order the formulas of the following 
list: 
(1) (a)(Ex)P(~(x)): 
(2) (a, x)(e(~(x')) V 7PrO(x))); 
(3) (~, x)tP(~(x)) ~ Q(~(x))); 
(4) (~,x)(tu)Q(~(x)tu>) ~ Q(~(x))); 
(5) (~, x)(D(~(x)) ~ Q(~(x~)). 
Our aim is to show that the following axiom of barinduction is provable 
in TR0: H i A H 2 ^  H 3 ^  t l  4 D ht s, A remark concerning the particular 
form of this axiom will be given at the end of the section. The proof will 
be given, in informal terms but such that it can easily be translated into 
the formalism of TR 0. To this end, we assume throughout what follows 
that H i, i = 1, ..., 4, hold. Our aim is to prove H s . 
(B) F~rst we note that ~.-abstraction is provided for by the constants 
A~. in EC, as is seen from the axioms which they sati:fy. For easy reading 
we write XYT[Q  ..... Qs, Y] in place of A~.(Qi ..... Qs). 
(C) First, we want to prove I¢(¢~ ). To this end, let / /be an arbitrary 
element of type (0/(0/o)) and let t/be short fo," ~;(//). Then kx~(x)(x) 
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is an element, denoted by g', .ff type v for which ~'(x) ~ ~(x)(x) holds for 
all x. To ~" we apply H 1 : there is an m with P(((m)). Now we check if all 
inequalities L(~(i)) < L01(i + I )), i <-_ m, are satisfied or not. If not, that 
is, if e.g. L01(i)) ~ L(rl(i + 1 )) holds, then r/(i + 1 ) c 7/(i), and hence 
r/(i + I) c D ~1(i) is false ,:ad we are finished. Thus let us assume that 
L(~(i+ !)1 > L01(i)) holds for i~  m. Since r/is w.(~:), it follows from the 
definition o f  v tt~, : r/(i + I ) C ~(i) holds for all i. By combining this with 
0)~ m (L(ri(i+ 1)) -- L01(i))), we get: (1)r/(i + I) c ~(i) for i <= m. By an 
easy induction ,~e infer from (1): (1I) i <= L(rl(i)) for i _< m + I. By com- 
t-ining (I) a,ad (11) we get: ( l id  if i <_- m then ~(i)(i) ~ rRm + 1 )~ i). Thus 
we have (IV) ~'(i) --, r/On + i)(i) for i ~ m. From ¢I1) (for i = m ~- I), (IV) 
and P(~(m)), we infer 
(Es)(s < L(r/(m + I )) A P(-r/(m + I )(s))), 
which in turn implies "3D(r/(m + I )) and hence "7 r/(m + 1 ) c o rRm). 
(D) Let Progr(D. A ) be short for 
(~, y ) (D(80 ' ) )  A (~, x)(~Lv)~(x) c o 80') .  D A (8Lv)~-(x))). D A(60 ' ) ) ) .  
The rule TI which is available in TR 0 permits us to infer with a little bit 
of  intuitionistic sequential calculus the following sequent: hi(c o), 
Progr (D, A) -* H 5 . Since W(c o )  has been proved it fol lows that 
i'rogr (D. A)~/ '15 is provable. Thus we ~re through if we can prove 
Progr (D. A) on the basis o fH  I ^ ... ^ H 4. To this end let ~, y be such 
that D(f i(y)) holds. Since L(a(y) )  = y and &~(y)(y) ~ ~(y) it fol lows that 
(P(~(_v)) ^  (s)<y-'l P(~(s)))V (S)< y-lP(6~(s)) holds. Assume in addition: 
(*) 
Our aim is to prove ,t (6(y)). We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: P(60')~ A is)< v"l P(6ds)) holds. Thea A(60 ' ) )  is a consequence 
o fH  3 and we are finished. 
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Case 2: (s)~_y-i P(fi(s)) holds. The following equivalences are easily 
inferred on the basis of  the definition of  fi~') and fiO')(u), namely, 
a(.v)<u)fy + I) ~ ~(y)<u>, 
~O')(u)(s) ~ ~(s) i fs _~ y. 
Now we make use o fH  2 and distinguish two subcases. 
Subcase (i): The statement 7 P(fi(y)(u)(y + 1)) holds. Then 
(s)<y+l "1P(~(y)(u')(s)) holds in virtue of the assumption of case 2 and 
thus D(~(y)~u)(y + 1)), that is D(~O')tu>) holds. 
Subcase (ii): P(~(y)(u)ty + 1 )) holds. Then P(~(y)(u)(y + 1 )) and 
(S)<y+l-IP(~(y)(u)(s)) are true and the truth ofD(~(y)tu)(y + 1 0 that is, 
of D(~(y)(u)), again follows. 
By combining subcases 1 and 2 via the law of excluded middle, 
guaranteed by/-/2' we infer that D(~(y)(u)) holds under the assumption 
of case 2. Thus ~O')(u)c o ~0:)holds  for all u. By combining this with 
assumption (*), we find (u) A(fi0,')(u>). According to H 4 , this implies 
A(fi(y)). This completes the proof. 
(E) Our schema of barinduction differs somewhat from the more 
familiar form which is obtained from ours by replacing the expression 
t~(y) by another one, ~(y), whose definition is as follows: 
(a) ~(y)(i) ~ ~,(i) for i < y. 
(b) ~ty)(i) ~ 0 for y < i. 
However, only mild trickery is required in order to reduce the latter 
form to our form of barinduction. We omit the details of this reduction 
which is almost trivial. 
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4. A conservative extension TRE of TRC 
4. i. Some notation; saturation 
(A) As in [LN], it is not the system TRC itself to which proof- 
theoretic methods will be applied, but a conservative extension TRE of 
TRC. in order to state it we use some abbreviations: ff(t)G(q)[4"(p) is 
short lk3r the expression (i'~(t)G(q))H(p). We abbreviate the formula 
~;. x)(F(t)fl(x) c o Fft). c AfP(tj{3(x))) 
by Pr(ff(t),D, A), or even simpler by Pr(ff(t)) if D, A will be held fixed 
in the context. Finally. i fH  -- ~/0, /0 > ... ~fs, ls> is a substitution then we 
denote M 0 by dora (H) and f , (M s) by r(H). 
We also make use of the linear notation S l , $2/S in order to express 
that S has been inferred from left premiss S l and right premiss S 2 by 
means of a twa premiss inference; S) /S  expresses that S is inferred from 
S l by means of a one premiss inference. 
(B) A constant erm t of type 0 is saturated it there is a numeral m 
such that EC t-- t = m holds. Evidently there is at most one such m. If t 
is saturated then we denote the uniquely determined m by It[. 
4.2. The system TRE 
The system TRE is given if we know what its proofs are. To this end, 
we define by simuhaneous inductive definition: " 9 is a proof in TRE 
of  rank < a ", "a fii;ite transitive set M of  choice constants is a bound for 
", "art occurreace o f  a sequent ;5" in ~'" The inductive definition is 
by means of several clauses. The set M below denotes always a fin;te 
transitive set of  choice constants. 
(l) A proof ~ in TRC of rank < ~t is a proof in TRE of rank < t~. By 
a sequent occurrence in 3~ we understand as usual a particular sequent 
at a particular place in 9 .  The set M is a bound for 9 if every choice 
constant which o :curs in 9 belongs to M. 
(II) If 5v I , 7 2 are proofs in TRE o fS  I , S 2, respectively, i fS  1 , $2/S 
is a cut or a two premiss logical inference, and if, in addition, S is normal, 
then 
7t 72 
S l $2 
S 
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is a proof (9 it. TRE. 3' has rank < a if every choice constant which 
occurs in S has rank <t~ and if both (91' (92 have rank < ¢t. S* is a 
sequent occurrence in (9 i fS* isS or a sequent occurrence in 9! or (92" 
M is a bound for 9 i fM is a bound for 9 ! and 92 and if ,.wery choice 
constant in S belongs to M. 
(III) If 91 is a proof in TRE o fS  l , i fS t /S  is a one pla.'e inference of 
TRC (that is, logical, structural, conversion, induction, TI- t)r Ext- 
inference), and if S is nomlal, then 
(91 
S 1 
S 
is a proof 9 in TRE. Rank, occurrence and bound are explained as in (II) 
(with 9: omitted of coume), 
(IV) Let D(~,), G(cx) be two formulas containing no other free variables 
than a. Let 9 0 be a proof in TRE ofD(St(v)),Pr(stO'),D, A), F ~ A(5(y)) 
(to be denoted by S l ). Let (91 be a proof in TRE of-* W(c(;), Let H i be 
a substitution with the properties: ( l ) dora (H i ) is a bound of (9 1' and 
(2) H l (G(5(v))) is D(/i(y)) (or equivalently H I (W(c~)) is W(c o )). Then 
S! 
T l ( 9 l' HI ) D(F(t)), 1" -* A(F(t)) 
is a proof 3' !,a TRE; thereby, y and ~ are not free in the conclusion 
and F(t) is free for ~ in D(cx), A(~). We permit H I to be the identity 
mapH 0. 3' has rank< ~ if 90, ~ l ,H l  and .K(t)have rank< ,,. S* is a 
sequent occurrcnce in 9 if S* is a sequent occurrence in 90 or if ~* is 
D(F(t)), F -~ A(.K(t)); thus a sequent occurrence ir ~ (91 is not to be con- 
sidered as a sequent occurrence in 9 o. A setM is a bound of (9 ifM is 
a bound of 9 o and if every choice constant which occurs in F'(t) belongs 
to M and if in addition r(H 1 ) is a subset of  M. The inference which per- 
mits us to infer D(F(t)), F .-, A(~'(t)) is called a TI ( (91, H! )-inference or 
simply a T l -inference. 
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(V) Let ~'o be the sequent 
~Y(t)~O') c o if(t), Pr(fftt)60,),D, .4), 1" ~ A(ff(t)6(y)), 
where/~(t) is a constant erm and where t is saturated. Let (9o be a 
proof in T!~,E orS  0. L~.t (gt' ltt al~d D(a), G(e) be as in (IV) and assume 
again that '_hey .,,atisfy conditions (IV)(I), (2). Then 
(90 
S 0 
T2( 91 , H ! , if(t)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
F(t)Q(p) c o F(t), F -~ A(F(t)Q(p)) 
is a proof (9 in TRE; e., y do not occur in the conclusion and Q(p) is free 
for tx in F-(t)~ c o F(t) and A(P(t),~). (9 laas rank < t~ if (90 , (gz" HI and 
~)(p) have rank < a. S* is a sequent occurrence in (9 if S* is a sequent 
occurrence in (90 or if S* is F(t)Q(p) c o F(t), P -~ A(F(t)Q(p)); a 
sequent occurrence in ~'~i s not considered as a sequent occurrence in
(9. A setM is a bound of :9 i fM is a bound of (90, if every choice 
constant in Q(p) belongs to M and if r(H ) is a subset of/14. The intl,'fence 
which infers F(t)Q(p) c a ,d(t), I" ~ A(F(t)Q(p)) from S l is called a 
T2( (g t, HI '  ff(t))-inference ol" simply a T2-inference. H l is allowed to be 
the identity map H0. This concludes the definition of TRE. (91 and 
H ! are called index proof and index substitution of the T I ((91, HI )" 
or T 2 (7) l , H l , F(t))-inference in question, while the expressions 
Tl ( (91' Ht ) and T2( (9! ,H I . F-(t)) are called index of the T l - or T 2- 
inference under consideratio::. 
4.3, Syntac:ical prt~perties of  TRE 
(A) Prior to the proof that TRE ~s a conservative extension of TRC, 
we discuss ome syntactical propert:es of TRE which follow almost 
immediately from the definitions ( i ) - (V).  
(B) To say that a formula or term occurs in a proof 9 in TRE means 
that there is a sequent occurrence S i-1 9 in which the formula or term 
occurs. From the inductive definitior of bound we infer: I fM is a bound 
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of 9 and ~ a choice constant occurring in 9 ,  then/~ ¢ M. 
(C) A proof 9 '  is called an index proof of 9 if there :s a T l ( 91 . Hi)- 
or a T2( 9 t, H l ,ff(t))-inference in 9 such that 9 '  is 91 or 92;  like- 
wise ~fith substitutions. If 9 is a proof in TRE and M a linite transitive 
set then M ~s a bound of :9 if and only if ( 1 ) every choice constant 
which oct  "s il :9 belongs toM, (2) r(H') _c_ M for every index substitu- 
tion f f  of "~. T!lis is proved by an easy induction over ( I ) -(V).  The 
smallest se ~ M which satisfies conditions (1), (2)just stated is called the 
characteristic set c f  :9. If the characteristic set M has rank < a and if 
there is a cl~oice constant of  rank a in M, then a is called the exact rank 
of 9 .  
(D) We note that i fH  l is an index substitution of :9 and H a substitu- 
tion such that dom (H) is a bound of :9, then H I is connected with !t 
and H l H a substitution. 
(E) Let :9 be a proof in TRE and H a substitution such that dom (H) 
is a bound of :9. We associate with :9 and H a new proof as follows: 
(1) every sequent occurrence S in :9 is replaced by H(S), (2) every index 
Tl(  :gl ,Hl  ) in 9 is replaced by T I (91 ,H IH) ,  (3) every index 
T~ ( :9 l' HI' F(t)) in :9 is replaced by T 2 ( :9 l' H! H, H(F(A)). By induc- 
tion with respeot o (1)-(V) one shows that the tree :9" thus obtained is 
indeed a proof in TRE; this proof will henceforth be denoted by H( 7' ). 
Easy consequences of  the definition of  H( :9 ) are: ( I )  if H is co,mected 
with H', then H ' (H(9) )  = (HH' ) (9) ;  (2) if :9 and H have rank <a,  then 
H(So) has rank < a. 
(F) Evidently, there are ohly denumerably many terms, formulas, 
sequents, ubstitutions and proofs in TRC of  rank < o~. This, together 
with the finitary character of t~ie clauses ( I ) - (V)  in Section 4.2, make 
it intuitively evident hat the following statement holds: 
HA6. The class of proofs in TRE of rank < a is a denumerable s t. 
The exact proof is by induction with respect o the largest number 
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n = n(9)  for which there exists a sequence :9 0 ..... 9n of proofs in TRE 
with the properties: (a) 9 = 9 o, (b) 9i+ 1 is an index proof of 9i. We 
omit the details which are completely routine. 
4.4. TRE is a conservative xtension of  TRC 
(A) in order to prove that TRE is a conservative extension of TRC, 
we proceed by induction with respect o (1)-~ V) in Section 4.2. The 
inductive treatment of  ( I ) - ( I l l )  is trivial. We content ourselves to treat 
clause (V), which is the only one which causes difficulties; (IV) is similar 
but much simpler to treat and is left to the reader. We retain the notation 
,used in clause (V). We proceed in a semifortnal Way, leaving out certain 
formal steps which can easily be supplied by the reader. 
(B) According to the inductive assumption, 91 can be transfo~_-med 
into a proof 9 '  i in TRC I=aving the same endsequent as 7~ l . That is, 
'9't is a proof o f~ W(Ct; ). Since H| (G(e)) is D(a) by assumption, 
Hi ( 9 '! ) is a proof in TRC of-~ I¢(c D). Again b~ the inductive assump- 
e tion, 90 can be trarasformed into a proof :~0 in TRC having the same 
endsequent as 90 '  that ix, the sequent SO in clause (V). 
(C) Tile endsequent of  the proof :9 in TRE is F( t )Q(p)  c D F(t). F -* 
A(F( t )Q(p) ) .  We want to show that this sequent, to be denoted by S, is 
provable in TRC. lf p = O, then F(t )Q(p)  c D F(t)  is clearly false, that is, 
p = O, F ( t )Q(p)  c o F( t )  -~ is provable in ItAE already. Hence, using 
thinnings and intercha,lges we can prove in HAE the sequent 
p = O, F( t )Q(p)  c o F( ,) ,  r -. A(F( t )Q(p) ) .  
(D) In what follows, z is an arbitrary variable of type 0 which does 
not occur in the sequent S. ) he following equivalences are provable in 
HAE: 
(a~ Q(z + l) ~ (Q( l ) )Qu(z) ,  
(b) P(t)(t2( 1 )>0tr(z) ~ F(t )O(z  + 1 ), 
(c) F(t)((Q(I))  o c~0' + 1)) ", F(t)<Q(i))ti(y) (se~ also Section 3.5(I)). 
Now consider the proof 9 0" If we replace ct and y in 9 o by "Q(1)) o a 
te 
and y + 1, respectively, th,~'n we obtain a proof  9 0 in TRC of 
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-~ A(i~(t)((Q( i )) o ufy + ! ))), 
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Pr(ff(t)((-Q(i)) oa(y  + 1))), F 
to be denoted by S'. By using equivalence (c) and by application of a 
conversion to the sequent S', we transform 90' into a proof 7~ in TRC 
of 
)~(t)(Q( l ))60') c o F(t), Pr(/~(t)(Q( 1))50'), D, A ), F 
-~ A (ff(t)(Q( 1 ))&(y)) 
to be denoted by S". 
Now let D'(,~) and A'(a) be short forD(f(t)(Q( l))~) and 
A(F(t)(Q(I))a), respectively, and observe that the formalized version of 
the following statement is provable !n HAE: 
~(.v)~(x) c 5(y) if and only ir ff(t)(Q( 1 ))~.O')~x) c ff(t)(Q( 1 ))5(~v). 
By making use of this, it is clear that we can prove in HAE the following 
statement: 
5(y)/~(x) cD, 50,') if and only if ff(t)(Q(1))5(y)~(x) c D ff(t)(Q(1))50'). 
This implies that we can transform 9D~ into a proof 9~* in TRC of 
~')(Q(1))50') c o if(t), ,or(50"), D'. A'), F -~ A'(aO,)), 
to be denoted by S*. 
(E) As noted above, a proof of-* W(c o) is available in TRC, namely 
H i ( 9 'l )" We show that TRC F- I¢(cD,). To this end, Ict 3',/~, s be of 
types (0/o), (0/(0/o)) and 0, respectively. By induction, we define an 
element ~" of type (0/(0/o)) as follows: 
( i) ~'(0) ~ ~(s)~(O) ,  
( i i)  ~'(x + l ) ~ ~(x + 1 ). 
~" can explicitly be defined in terms of 7; s, ~ and the constants in the 
calculus EC, in particular ,t. We claim: 
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(iii) l~t,~')(x) ~ ~{s)(l~l ~)(x)) for all x. 
The proof is by inducti,  i with respect o x. 
Case 1: x = 0. By deft fition, Y~(f/(O) ~ ~(0)(L(~'(O))). By using (i), we 
find I~(~')(0) ~ "~(s)~(O)¢ :.('~(s)~(0))), and by making use of  some equiv- 
alences listed in Section 3 5, we find X(D(0) ~ ~/(sl~(0)(s +L(~(0)) and 
1~(~110) '., ~sl(ld(Ol(L(li(O))), that is. l~(~')(0) -- ~(s)(~2(~)(0)). This settles 
case I. 
Case 2: x - y + i. By definition, l~(~')(y + I ) ~ Z(~')(y)~'(y -'- I ). Accord- 
ing to the inductive assumption, I~(~')O') ~ ~(s)l~(~)(y), and according 
to (ii) ~'(y + 1) ~ ~0' + !). Hence, Y-(DLv + 1) - (~(s)X(I;;)('~,))~(y + 1), 
that is, X(DO' + II ~ ~(s)(l~(l/l(.vt~O, + 1)), and lience v~(~)0,-~ l) - 
Ns)l~(~)ly + !). This concludes the induction. 
From W(ct~ ) we infer the existence of some x such tha: 
(iv) q X(~')(x + ! ) C O X(~')(x) 
holds. From (iii), (iv) and the definition of c-" D we infer: 
(v) "a(~s)X(~)(x + 1) C ~l(s)X('~)(x) ^ D(~l(s)X(~)(x)) ^D(S/(s)X(~)(x + 1))i 
From the definition of c ,  it follows that for any ~, ~ we bare: 
(vi) 0~ c / ]  if and only if 5,(s)a c ~(s)~. 
Therefore (v) can be rewritten as 
(vii) -I(X(~)(x + l ) c Z(~)(x) ^  D(~(s)X(~)(x)) A D(~(s)Z(~)(x + I ))). 
Since 3' and s were arbitrary we may replace them by ff(t)(Q(1))and 
t + 1, respectively. Ey taking care of ~iti(Q(1)>(t + 1) ~/e(t)(Q(1)) and 
the definition of D', we get from (vii) the statement 
"-I(~(/D(x + 1) C Z(~)(x) A D'(X(/i)(x)) ^  D'(Z(~)(x + 1))). 
By virtue of the arbitrariness of ~, this ,mplies ,¢(CD,). 
(F) Now we return to the proof 5~ ~ ~ of S*. From the definition of  
c o . it is easy to see that there is a pro ff '9 in HAE of 
D(F(t)(Q( 1 ))&(y)), D(,~(t)) , ff[t)(Q( l ))~(y) c o F(t) , 
By combining 9 with 9~*  by mean of  a cut and by using the defini- 
tion o fD  ~, we find that 
D'(~(y)), D(F(t)), Pr(6(y), D', A') ,  F -~ A'(~(y))  
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is provab:!e in TRC. Application of a Tl-inference to this sequent (with 
D'. A' in place olD, A) yields a proof in TI~C of 
W(o ' ) ,  D (Qtr(Z)), D(fi(t)), F -" A (Qtr())  
By making use of the equivalence (b) in (D) and of the definitions of 
t 
D,  A ,  we find that 
(viii) W(CD,), D(F(t)Q(z + 1)), D(ff(t)), F -- A(F(t )Q(z  + 1 )) 
is provable in TRC. Now F(t)Q(: ~ 1) c D F(t)  -* D(F(t)Q(z + 1 )) and 
F(t)Q(z + I ) c D if(t) -~ D(t~(t)) are clearly provable in HAE. By combin- 
ing the proof of-'- W(co,) and the proofs of  the last two sequents with 
(viii) by means of cuts we finally obtain a proof 9 3 in TRC of 
F(t)Q(z + 1) c o if(t), r -~ A(F( t )Q(z  + 1)). Some elementary steps per- 
mit us to transform 9 3 into a proof 9 4 in TRC of 
p ~ O, F(t)Q(p) c D .~(t), I" ~ A(F(t)Q(p)).  
As shown in (C) we can prove :n 3RC the sequent 
p = O, F(t)Q(p) c o i~t),  I" ~ A(F(t)Q(p)).  
By using --, p = 0 v p ~ 0, we therefore find a proof in TRC of 
F(t)Q(p) c o F(t), I" -~ A(F(t)Q(p)) ,  
which conclude.s the proof. 
(G) From the; statement just [ roved we can draw the following con- 
clusion 
HA7. The system TRE is consis'.ent. 
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5. Gentzen type proof theory of TRE 
5,1. Elementary syntactical notions 
(A) Now we are going t~ develop ~, proof theory for proofs in TRE 
which is e~entially an amplification of chapter VII of  { LN 1, Many 
concepts that we are going to introduce arc amply described in the 
literature (IBS21, I LNI, I BS31 ). We will therefore be brief and sketchy 
whenever a detailed escription of the concept its. question can be found 
in the cited literature. Symbols 9,  9~, 7~ 2, 7,', .,. will always denote 
proofs in TRE, even if not partict,',arly stated, 
(B) Among the familiar notions wt~ich are described in al~y of  LBS2], 
I LN ] we ha~e: ( I ) path S 0. S of sequent occurrences in :9 • " " '  "+ ' I  's 
(2) final part of ~. 
(C) Let S O ..... S,  be a path in the final part of 9 .  With every formula 
occurrence A 0 in S 0, we can associate by induction with respect o i at 
most one formula A i in S t, called image of A o in S r We find A i simply 
by keeping track ofA 0 while moving downward,; the path. l fA i in S t is 
at the s~me time a cut formula of a cut having S as olle of  its premisses, 
then there is no image ofA 0 ir S / i f  i < j. l fA  i i:~ the image in S i of A i, 
then A i is the image of A o" For a more detailed efinition of "image" 
see [BS2] or ILN]. 
(D) "'Principal formula'" of a logical inference has the same meaning 
as in [ tM, p. 443 I. 
(E) The degree d(A ) is defined as follows: it is the number of  logical 
connectives which occur in the formula A. 
(F) As complexity of a cut with cut formula A we take d(A ), as com- 
plexity of  an induction we take d(A (x)) where A(x) is the induction 
formula, as complexity of a TI-, T l - or T2-inference we take 
d(Pr(c~, D, A)). 
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(G)-~ free occurrence of  a variable X in 9 is called critical variable of 
an .inference Sl/S 2 in 9 if the occurrence is in the premiss S ! and if X 
is subject o the restriction of variables, that is, if X is not allowed to 
occur free in the conclusion. Thus quantifier inferences -~ V, E -*. i~lduc- 
tions TI-, T l - and T2-inferences and Ext-in ferences have critical variables. 
(H) A proof 9 is normal if: 
(1) no variable occurs both free and bound in it; 
(2) i fX  is the critical variable of an i'.fference Sl/S 2 , then X does not 
occur in any sequent S' below S l ; 
(3) if X occurs free in S but not in the endsequent of 9 ,  then there 
is an inference S1/S 2 in 9 with S 2 below S wluch h~,s X as critical 
variable. 
By proceeding as in the prc, vf  of Lemma 34 in [IM], one can show: 
if 5a is a proof of  S with no variable free and bound in S. then one can 
replace free and bound variable ~ in 9 by suitably chosen terms, so as to 
obtain a normal proof :9' o f  S. thus  we may restrict our attention to 
normal proofs. 
(I) A normal proof  :9 is called strictly normal (s.n.) if no free v~:riable 
occurs in the endsequent of  9 .  Evidently an s.n. proof does not contain 
free variables in its final part. 
(J) Thinrdngs, cont: ..ctions, interchanges and cuts arc as usual called 
structural roles. An inference in 9 is called critical if it ,s neither a 
structural inference nor a conversion and if the conclusion of the 
inference belongs to the final part. 
(K) Let S be a sequent occurrence in 9 .  That part of  9 which con- 
tains precisely S and all sequents above S is clearly a proof of  S, called 
subproofofS in 9 and denoted by 9 s. 
(L) A proof 9 is called standard if its endsequent has the form --, A. 
We use s.n.s, as short for "strictly normal stana~ d'" 
5.2. Preliminary reduction steps 
(A) Among the reduction steps which we are going to introduce, there 
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are two which are not indispensable but which make the later reasoning 
easier. These are: (1) elimination of ,hmnings from the final part, (2) 
elimieation of logical axioms from the final part (of a proof 9 in TRE). 
For their detailed efinition, we refer to [G]. Elimination of thinnings 
and logical axioms together arc called !greliminary reduction steps. In 
order to summarize their properties we call a sequent S' a subsequent of 
S if S can be derived from S' by mean.~ of thinnings and interchanges 
alone. 
PRI. (a) To a proof :9 we can apply at most finitely many consecutive 
pre[iminary reduction steps. (hi If 9 '  follows from 9 by means of a 
preliminary reduction step then the en,]sequent of :9' is a subsequent 
of ,9. (c) If 9 does t-or admit preliminary reduction steps then there 
arc no thinnings and no logical axioms in the final part of :9. 
(B) There is a particular operation which takes part in the definition 
~O " " of preliminary reduction steps, namely the operation mzsston o f  a 
cut". This operation is applicable to 9 if there is a c :t S l , $2/S in the 
final part of 9 with the property: S is derivable frorl S 1 (or S 2) by 
means of thin:aings and interchanges. The operation then consists in 
replacing the .,;,~bproof ~s of S in :9 by the followi,tg proof: 
St 
S 
(similarly wit!i S 2 in place orS  I ). The resulting proof 9"  is said to 
follow from ~.~ by means of an "omission of a cot". 
(C) Let H be a complete substitution such that dora (H) is a bound of 
9. We say that the proof H(9)  is obtained from :9 by means of a con- 
traction, 
5.3. Saturation and continuity axioms 
(A) A proof 9 is called satur,~ted if it does not contain free variables 
in its final part and if every term of type 0 which occurs in the final part 
of 9 is saturated. 
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(B) A proof 7 is called strongly saturated if it is saturated and if in 
addition the following holds: for every continuity axiom 
-~ ([3)(Ex, y ) (Y (T (x )  o {3) =y)  in the final part of 9 there is an n and an 
m such that EC I-- Y(T(n) o 13) = m. In this case -~ Y(T(n) o [3) = m is an 
axiom of TRE, and we can replace very such continuity axiom in the 
final part of 9 by the following derivation: 
• * Y(T(n) o 13) = m 
-, (Ex, y ) (Y (T (x )  o/~) = y) 
-~ (~3)(fix, y) (Y (T (x )  o {3) = y)  
twice 
The proof :9' thus obtained i" said to follow from 9 by means of a 
continuity -,'" . . . .  ~..,,,t.o .~ step or b~iefly by means of a c-reduction. By defi- 
nition, 9 '  does not contain an¢ continuity axiom in its final part, 
(C) New in general a saturated proof 7 ~ is not strongly saturated. 
What we want to show is that by application of  finitely many successive 
complete substitutions to 9 ,  each connected with the next one, we end 
up with a proof 9 '  which is strongly saturated. To start with, let 
(Me're), <Ml' f l  ) .... be an infinite complete substitution chain and 
assume that every choice constant which weakly occurs in Y(T(x)ot~) := y 
belongs to M 0. Since the substitution chain is denumerable, there is a 
smallest ordinal a such that every (M i, fi> has rank < a. Let ~ be a choice 
constant of  type (0/o) and of  rank a having the empty sequence of  ".enns 
as subscript. Now we are going to alter the substitution chain in a certain 
prescribed way. In order to describe it, we use tile following notation: 
(a) T k is short for ~ ek); 
(b) T~ -1 is short for Hoi(T k ), where/'/0i are the mappings associa'ed 
with the substitution chain according to section 2.8; 
(c) M* is the transitive hull of.f/(Mi), that is, M* = F(f/(Mi)); 
(d)M~ i sM i u {~(Tg -I T i - l )  I (in particular M o =hi  o u {~}); 
. ' " " '  i - !  J 
(e) M~isM* t9 {~(T~ ..... T~_ l )} (in particular M o = M~ u {/[}); 
(f) gi is the elementary substitution which maps/[(T~ ..... 7",./_ 1 ) into 
~(7'~ ..... 7"/) (with go(G) = ~(T~o) in particular); 
(g) G(M) is the set of terms which contain only choice constants from 
the set M; 
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(h) E i. "~:i and E i are short for (M i. 1i,, (MI..t i) and (Mi, g),  respec(ive~y. 
We note a few properties of these concepts: 
(1) T~ - l  ~ G(M i) and hence T~ G(M*). 
(2)M~ and Mi:are transitive. 
)1 
(3) F(fi(M'i)) c_ Mr  
(4) gi is the identity or', M*, thus g~tM~) "" M~ c_ jlli+ t" 
(5)  gi(l~l i _C Mi+l , that  is since M/+ t is transit ive, l~(gi(M i )) _c Mi+l . 
l ~))  )1 )) 
Thus E 0, E 0, E' t , E l ..... E i. E i .... is a ]¢:ga! substitution chain and, 
as an inspection shows, it is complete. Let tloi be the mappings induced 
by the latter substitution chair., that is, H01 is the mapping induced by 
t "~ ) ~ , )a  -~- ) )w ) 
E o, H02 by E o, o" H03 by E o, E o, E I ,ctc. If Q is a term from G(M o), 
then the mappings Hoi behave essentially ;ike the mappings H O, tllat is, 
in this case we have (i)Ho,2i_.z (Q) = H0,2i(Q) = H0,t(Q). 
Now consider the term Y(~): all choice constants which weakly occur 
) 
in it belong to M o, and furflzermorc it is 9f type 0 and does nec contain 
variables. By construction,/~0' Eo' El . . . .  is a complete substit)~tic, n chain 
of rank < (x + I. According to Theorem I, there is a sufficiently large N 
and an m such that a + I i- 110:v(Y~.~)) =m, or, which is the same, such 
that a + I i- (i~t0N(Y))(/lolv (~)) = m holds. Without restriction we can 
chose N to be of the fon'a 2(k -~ i ). By making use of/10,2(k+l)(E) =
~(7~ ... . .  7~ ), I10,2tk + l ) ( Y) = H.>,k + l ( Y), and by taking Yk + z as short for 
Ho,k+ ! (Y), we obtain 
ot + 1 I-- rk41 (~;(T~ ..... ~ )) = m. 
That is, the latter equation is provable in EC by means of a proof of 
rank _-< a. On the other hand, as noted in Section 3.5(1), we can prove 
in EC all equations (5,(k) o/~)(i) = "),(i) for i ~ k, with 7 a variable; there- 
fore all equatic:ns 
(Ho.k÷l (T)(k) o lJ)(i) = Ho,k+l(T)(i) = T~i 
are provable in EC provided i ~_ k. Thus we may apply Lemma E 16 in 
Section 2.10 and infer that Yk+~ (H0.k÷l (TiCk) o {3) = m is provable in 
EC. To sum up, numbers 1. n. m hme been found such that 
EC I-- Hoi(Y(T(n)  o ~)) = rn holds. 
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(D) From the result just proved, we immediately obtain the following 
co~,c!u.~ion: Let H 0, H l , H 2 .... be an infinite list of  complete substitu- 
tio_-s such that H i is connected vdth H/+ l . Let 5* be a saturated proof 
such ;hat dora (H 0) is a bound of  5*. Then there is a sufficiently large N 
such that 5** = H~/(HN_ !(... (Ho(5*)...) is strongly ~turated. 
5.4. Induction reductions 
Let 9 be a saturated strictly normal proof containing a critical induc- 
tion S/S', say A(x), r --, A(x')/A(O), Y" -, A(t). Since 5. is strictl¢ normal. 
t is constant, and since 5. is saturated, t is saturated, Itt = n. According 
to Gentzen [G] it is possible to replace the induction SIS' by a ~eries of 
n - 1 consecutive cuts if n > 1. If n _~ 1, then the induction S/S' ,:an be 
removed by even simpler operations. The ~esuiting proof :P' so obtained 
is said to follow from 9 by means of  an induction reduction. For details 
see [G] or [LN1. 
5.5. Logical reduction steps: height 
(A) Let 5. be a proof which does not admit preliminary reduction 
steps. In [GI, Gentzen shows that under certain conditions one can 
apply to 5. a certain syntactical transformation which he calls "'elimina- 
tion of  a logical symbol from the final part". Both the conditions and 
the transformation are quite involved; for details, see IGI or i LNI. In 
[BS2] and [LN], it is shown that the operation "elimination of  a logical 
symbol" can.easily be extended to intuitionistic systems which contain 
implication; we have called this intuitionistic modification of "elimina- 
tion of  a logical symbol" an intuitionistic logical reduction step or 
simply a logical reduction step and we will adopt this terminology 
throughout this paper. What matters to us are the relevant properties 
of logical reduction steps. One of  these is given by 
PR2. Let 5. be a proof having the following prop,:~'ties: (a) :9 does not 
coincide with its final part; (b) 5. does not admit t,reliminary reduction 
steps; (c) 5. does not admit logical reduction steps; (d) there are no 
t.ontinuity axioms in the final part of  5. : (e) the only critical inferences 
in 5. are logical ones. Then there is a critical logical inference whose 
principal formula has an image in the endsequent. 
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A proof of PR2 is given in I BS2, Theorem 21. 
(B) The detailed efinition of logical reduction steps depends on 
another simple notion, which is also important in connection with the 
ordinal assignment to be introduced later, name!y the height h(S) of a 
sequent occurrence S in :9. The inductive definition of h(S~ is as follows: 
(!)  i fS  is the endscquent ~hen h(S) = 0: 
(2) i fS ' /S  is a conversion, a structural inference, a logical inf2rence or 
a~l Ext-inference then h(S') = h(S), 
(3) i fS ' /S  is an induction, a TI-, "I' l - or a T2-infcrence, then 
h(S') = max (h(S), d), where d is the complexity of the inference; 
(4) i fS I , S~IS is a logical inference, then h(S) = h(S I ) = h(S2); 
(5) i fS  i ,S2/S is a cut, then h(S I ) = h(S 2) = max(h(S), d), where d 
is the complexity of the cut. 
5.6. T!te basic lemma 
rhe  reduction steps introduced so far permit us to "remove" in some 
sev..se : 'ductions and logical i~,llere~accs from the final part. In order to 
"rcmc"e"  TI-, T I , T 2- and Ext-infercnccs we need: 
Basic Lemma. Let ~ be a proof  in TRE whose ,:ndsequent has the form 
-* A and which does t,ot contain thinnings in its final part. Let S I ..... S m 
be the uppermost sequents in the final part, listed from left to right; let 
S i be P i -+ A i. Then for every i<_ m: (a) there is a proof  7~ i of-~ Ai; 
(b) i f  B accurs in r i, then there is a proof  .9' of-+ B. 
Ther  are two proofs of this lemma, both presented in [LN, Section 
3.2]. For us it is the second proof [LN, p. 761 which is important be- 
cause it not only gives the existence of the proofs 9i' 7P' stated in the 
lemma but also provides us with an explicit method of construction of 
these proofs. Thus, whenever we speak of the proof 7 ~' of ~ B whose 
existence is guaranteed by (b) of the basic lemma, we have in mind that 
particular proof whose construction is described in the second proof of 
the basic lemma in [LN, Section 3.2, p, 76]. We call 9 '  the side proof  
of ~ B determined by B in S r 
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5.7. Ext-elimination 
Let 9 be a saturated s.n.s, proof and assume that 9 contains a critical 
Ext-inference S'/S, say 
r-> r, lZ, :Q, IZ,  ... r, lz-',:Q, IZ, 
Ext 
r-> ..... Ts)IR = 'P (Q i  ..... Qs)IR 
with Z l ..... Z s (vectors of) free variables not occurring in the concla- 
sion and with T I /Z  l , etc., as explained in Section 3.3. Since 9 is 
saturated and strictly normal, 9(T  l ..... Ts)/R and P(QI ..... Qs)IR are 
constant satarated terms of  type 0 with values say n and m, respectively. 
Since 9 is standard, it has an endsequent of  the form --, A, and thus, 
according to the basic lemma, there exists a proof 9"  of 
-~ 9(T  1 ..... Ts)IR = 9(Q 1 ..... Qs)]R. By adding a conversion to 7 ,  w~ 
get a proof 9 of-+ n =m. Since TRE is consistent (HA7), n must be 
equal to m. Hence -÷ n = m is an axioa, of TRE and we can replace the 
subproof 9 s of S by the derivation 
• -.~. n =/ ,~!  
r -~ 1 ..... = ~ (Q l ..... Qs)[R 
conversion, thinnings. 
The resulting proof 7 '  is said to follow from 9 by means of ~,r Ext- 
elimination. 
5.8. Tl-reduction steps 
Let 9 be a saturated s.n.s, which does not admit preliminary red4ac- 
tion steps and which contains a critical Tl-inference SIS', say 
D(~(y. )), Pr(~(y), D, ,1), 1" -* A (e~(y)) 
W(CD), D(F(t)), i" -~ A(F(I')) 
By assumption, 5~ is a standard proof, and thus we can apply the basic 
lemma to 7 .  Let ~1 be the side proof of  -* W(ct>) determined by 
W(c D) in S. Then we can replace the subproof 9S of S in ~ by the 
following derivation: 
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~S 
O(~(y)), Pr(&(y), D. A ), F --, A (6(y)) 
T1(9 ~'Ho) D(ff(tD, I" --* Atff(t)) 
(H 0 the empty substitution ~,The proof 9 '  obtained by this replacement 
is said to follow from ~ by means of a Tl-reduction step. We say that 
the Tl-reduction step has been applied to the particular Tl-inference 
S'/S in question. 
5.9. T I-reduction steps 
(A) In order to define T I-reduction steps we need an auxiliary lemma 
PR3. In HAt we can prove ff(t)fiD') C,9 if(t) -~ D(ff(t)~O,)), 
The statement is obvious since U c o V is short for U c V ^ D(b)  AD(V). 
According to HA0, there is a pseudo-cutfree proof 7~ 0 of  the sew~ent in 
PR3, We a~sume 9 o to be given in a fixed way in what follows. 
{B) Now let 9 be a saturated s.n.s, proof containing a critical 
Ti ( 91'  Hi )-inference S'/S, say 
D(~O')), Pr(~O,),D.A), r -+ A(~(y)) 
Ti ( ~1'  Hi ) D(t~(t)), P -* A(ff(t)) 
if we replace in the subproof 9 s, o fS '  a by ff(t)~ity) and y by y + t, 
then we obtain a proof 9"  of 
D(F(t)~(.v)O, + t)). Pr~,Ftt)~(.v)(y + t)), r ~ A(F(t)?x(y)fy + ~)) 
to be denoted by S*. Now i~(t)fi(y)Lv + t)~ F(t)Ov)is an equivalence 
provable in HAE (Section 3.5(1)). Thus by adding a conversion to 9*  
we obtain a proof 9 ** of 
D(ff(t)fiO,)), Pr(/~(t)fi(.v)), F -* A(fS(t)~O,)), 
denoted by S**. On the other hand, if in 9 s, we replace a by F and y 
by t and add an interchange, then we get a proof 9 F of 
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PrtP(t)), D(F(t)), r - ,  A(F(t)), to be denoted by S' Now we obtain a 
proof ~ ofD(F(t)), r ~, P:'(F(t)) as follows: 
9 0 9**  
P(t)~(y) co f'¢t) -~ D(F(t)~(y)) S** 
cut 
P(t)~(y) c o P(t), Pr(P(t)~O,)), F -~ A~ff(t~(y)} 
P(t)q(s) c o Y(t), r"-~ A(P(ti~s)) 
~D 
r' ~ P(t~(s)  c a if(t) z A(P(t,~(s)) 
r ~ pr t¢( t ) )  -~ v 
twice 
where 3', s are suitable chosen free variables and where T~ is short for 
T2( 91 , H l ,/~(t)). The proofs 9 and 9 F, in turn, can be combined by 
means of a cut in order to yield a ne-~ proof 9 of S: 
9' 5 Dr 
: 
f'-* Prt.~(t)) S' F 
cut, interchanges, contractions 
D(F(t)), £ -* A(ff~(t)) 
The proof 9 '  which we obtain by substitution of ~ for ~s in ~ is said 
to follow from (P by means of a T I-reduction step. We say that the T I- 
reduction step has been applied to the particular I l -inference S'/S. We 
also say that the T l -inference S'/S is tnmsfonned by the reduction step 
into the particular T2 ( 71 , / / l '  F(t))-inference which occurs in tile above 
diagram serving as definition of the proof 9 ' .  
5.10. T 2-reduction steps 
(A) In order to define T 2-reduction steps, we need a further auxiliary 
lemma, namely 
PR4. l.et U, V, W be terms of type (01tr). Then H,~r P- U c o V, 
Vc D W-~ Uc  D W. 
We omit the elementary proof. The essential step is to show that 
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Uc I,'. Vc  It'-* Uc: W is provable in HAt'. This is easily achieved with 
the aid of  HAO(2) and by noti,lg that a c/3 and a(s) ~/3(s) are short for 
and 
L(,~) < L(~) ^ *s)(! "L s ^  s < L(~) z a(s) --- ~3(s)) 
(X)(~,(s)/X = fgs)/X), 
respectively. Now let F, Q be terms of type (0/o) and t, p terms of type 
0; let T be short for F(t)QQ~) and r short for t +p. In HAE, we can prove 
the equivalence T(r) -,- F(t~Q(p). Therefore we can pass by means of a 
conversion from 
F( t )Q(p )fi(y ) c o I"( t )Q(p ), F( t )Q(p ) el. ) F( t ) -* F( t )Q(p )&(y) c o F( t ) 
to the sequent 
T(r)fiO') c o T(r), F(t)Q(p) c D if(t) ~ T-(r)~iO,) c v F(t) . 
Here and below we denote the latter sequent by S(F, Q, ~). By combin- 
ing this remark with PR4 and HA0 we obtain: 
Corollary. There is a proof  ~ in HAE o f  the sequeni S(F, Q, a) which 
contains only struc~t,ral inferences, logical inferences and conversions 
and which contai,zs only cuts whose cut form~ttds are prim~ . 
Thus we may assulae that such a proof 5D 0 is give1~ in a fixed way. 
(B) Now let :9 be a satvrated s n.s. proof containing a critica! T 2- 
inference S'/S, say 
ff'l t)5(3') C D fi(t), Pr(ff(t ,~(y), P ,  A), I" ~ A(F(t)~O;)) 
"r2 F(t)Q(,~) c o P(t) ,  F -~ A(F(t )Q(p))  
with T 2 short to" T2( 9 t , H l ,/F(t)). T and r are again shc :t for F(t)Q(p) 
and t +p, respectively. 
If in the subproof 9:7 of S' we replace ~ by Q(p)~O') t,nd y by p +y, 
then we obtain a proof 9 * of 
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P(t)(Q(p)~0~)(p +Y)) C o Pit), Pr(F(t)(O.(p)~(y)(o +y)), 
P-* A( i (t)(O(p}~(y)(p +y))).  
Now F(t)Q(p)(t +p)~qv) "" i(t)(~)(p)~(y)(p +y)) is an equivalence which 
is provable in HAE (Section 3.5(1)). Thus by adding a con',ersion to 9" ,  
we obtain a proof 9"*  of 
T(r)fi(y) c o if(t), PrCT(r)&0')), F -~ A(T(r)fit~v)), 
~o be denoted byS**. If on the other hand we replace a and y in 9s'  by 
Q and p, respectively, and add an interchange to the proof so obtained, 
then we get a proof 9 Q of 
Pr(F(t)Q(p)), F(t~Q(p) c D F(t), -* A(F(t)Q(tO), 
t to be denoted by SQ. Now we obtain a proof ~ of 
F(t)Qtp) c D i ( t ) ,  l" -~ Pr(F(t)Q(p)) as follows: 
9 0 ~*~' 
S(F, Q, ~) S** 
cut 
T(r)~(y) c o T(r), F(t)Q(p) c D F(t), Pr(T(r)&(.v)), r-* A ( T-(r)~(3')) 
- -  T ' ,  
Ttr)~(s) c D ]'(r), F(t)Q(p) c o i ( t ) ,  I" ~ A(Tr(r)~(s)) 
F(t)Q(p) c o F(t), r -+ T(r~(s) c o T(r) D A(T(r~l(s)) 
-* v twice 
F(t)Q(p) c D F(t), F -~ Pr(F(t)Q(p)) 
F(t)Q(p) c o FC:), r ertF(t)O.(t,)) 
conversion 
Here 7, s are suitably chosen free variables and T~ is short for 
T2(91 ,H i ,T ( r ) ) .  The proofs ~ and 9 Q in turn can be combined by 
means of a cut in order to yield a r, ew proof ff of  S: 
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F(t)Q(p) co F(t), r -~ Pr(F(t)Q(p)) 
F(t)Q(p) c o t,~(t), r -* A(F(tJQ(p)) 
:9O 
cut, interchange, contraction 
The proof :9' which we obtain by substitution of ~ for :gs in :9 is said 
to follow from :9 by means of a T 2-reduction step. We say that the T 2- 
reduction step has been applied to the particular T 2-inference S'/S. We 
also say that the T2-inference S'/S is transformed by the reduction step 
into the particular T 2 ( :91' HI, T(r))-inference which occurs in the abov.- 
diagram serving as definition of tile proof :9'. 
(C) By an appropriate choice of tile variables 3', s in the definition ot 
T I - and T2-reduction steps it is always possible to make the resulting 
proof :9' normal, we always tactily assume that 3', s have been chosen 
that way. For brevity, we say that :9' follows from :9 by means of a T- 
reduction step if :9' follows from :9 by means of a TI-, T l - or T2-reduc- 
tion step. 
5.1 !. So, ne properties of reduction steps 
(A) Let :9 be an s.n.s, proof of-~ A and :9' a proof obtained from :9 
by means of any of tile reduction steps introduced so far. Then: 
(a) if :9 has rank < a, then .9' has rank < a; 
(b) 3~' has the same endsequent as 5 t ; 
(c) :9' is still an s.n.s, proof. 
While (a) and (c) follow immediately from the definition of the reduc- 
tion steps, (b)depends ot: tb.c c 9nsistency of TRE. hI fact, if 7 '  follows 
from :9 by means o! a prehminary reduction step, then two possibilities 
arise for the endsequcnt of :9': either it is -+ A or it is -+. Since TRE is 
consistent, he endsequent must be -+ A. 
(B) Of basic importance is the following lemma: 
PR$. Let .9 be a saturated s.n.s, proof with the following properties: 
(a) it is different from its final part, (b) it does not contain continuity 
axioms in the f~nal part, (c) it does not admit any of the reduction steps 
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introduced so far. Then there is a critical logica~ inference in 9 whose 
principal formula has an image in the endsequent. 
The proof coincides essentially with the proof of Theorem 2 in [BS2]. 
That is, since neither induction reduction, Ext-reduction or T-reduction 
step is applicable to 9 ,  there is neither critical induction, Ext-inference, 
TI-, T l - nor T2-inference in 9 since otherwise a corresponding reduction 
step would be applicable to 9 .  Since no preliminary and no c-reduction 
step is applicable to :9, it follows that the only axioms in the final part 
of 5 D are prime sequents. From this point on, we can follow word by 
word the proof of Theorem 2 in [BS2]. 
(C) Finally, let 9 be an s.n.s, proof and !" ~ A (briefly S) an upper- 
most sequent in the final part of  :9. Let B be a formula in P and :9' the 
side proof of  ~ B determined by B in S. Then 9 '  is again an s.n s. proof, 
and if 9 has rank < t~, then :9' has rank < a. This follows from the con- 
struction of  :9' described in [LN, p. 761. 
5.12. Sub/ormula reduction steps 
In contrast o [LNI, we introduce the concept of subformula reduc- 
tion step for a rather narrow class of proofs, namely for proofs which 
satisfy 
Subformula condition of rank ~: 9 is said to satisfy the subformula 
condition of rank ;~ if the following holds: (a) 9 is an s.n.s, proof of  
-~ (a)(Ex)A(a. x) for some A(a, x) with a and x of type (0/o) and 0, 
respectively, and with both a and x occurring effectively in A(a, x): 
(b) 9 is saturated and does not contain continuity axioms in its final 
part; (c) 9 does not admit any of  the reduction steps introduced so far: 
(d) only choice constants of  rank < >, occur in 9 ;  (e) i fM = Or(//'), 
with H' running through the index substitutions of  9 .  then M has rank 
< ;k + 1 and contains at most one choice constant of rank A. 
If :9 satisfies the subformula condition, then :9 is different from its 
final part as a consequence of the form of its endsequent. Thus :9 satis- 
fies all conditions of PR5. Hence there is a critical ogical inference in :9 
whose principal formula has an image in the endsequent. A quick inspec- 
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tion shows that this critical logical inference is the rightmost one among 
all critical logical iaferences in 9 and that it must necessarily have the 
form 
r ~ (Ex)A'(3, x)/P -* (c~)(Ex)A'(3. x), 
where A'(/3, x) is isomorphic with '1(3, x). if we omit this inference, then 
we get a proof 9"  o f~ (Ex)A(3, x). Now let/i be any choice con~:tant 
of rank h which satisfies 
Compatibility condition: If there is a choice constant ~" of  rank k at all 
in M = U r(H') (with H' running through the index substitutions of 9 ), 
then ~" =/~ (hence no restriction is imposed on ~ if 9 has rank < ~). 
If we rel'lace every occurrence of 3 in ~ * by ~, then we obtain a new 
proof 9 '  of ~ (Ex),4(~. x), We say that ~ '  has been obtained from 9 
by means of a subformula reduction step of order X; ~ is called the sub- 
formula cons.',ant. 
5, ! 3. Proofs with a leading term 
There are only two types of proofs which will find consideration later 
on. One of  tl-ese is given by 
Definition 4. Let ~ be a choice constarit of  rank )~. 9 is said to be a 
proof with leading term ~ if the following holds: (a) 9 is an s.n.s, proof 
o f~ (Ex)A(~, x), with ~ and x effectively occurring in A(/j, x) and x of 
type 0; (b) 9 has rank < 7, + I and ~ is the only choice constant of rank 
occurring in 9 ; (c) if M = u r(H'), with H' running through the index 
substitutions of 9 ,  then there is at most one choice constant of  rank )~ 
in M, namely ~. We call 9 a proof of the second kind. If the constant 
is not specified, then we say that "9 is a proof with leading term of  
rank ~. 
A comparison of Definition 4 with tile definition of subformula leduc. 
tion step si',ov, s: If 9 '  follows from 9 by means of a subfomlula reduc- 
tion step of order ~. then 9 '  is a proof with leadi,lg ierm ~ where ~ is 
file subformula constant. 
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PR6. Let ~ bc a proof with leading term//and let ~P' follow from 
by means of any reduction step other than a subformula reduction step. 
Then ~'  is still a proof with leading term ~. 
The statement follows immediately from the definition of reduction 
steps. 
Definition 5. A proof which satisfies conditions (a), (d) and (e) in the 
subformula condition of rank ~ is said to be a proof of the first kind of 
rank ~_ 
Only proofs of the first and second kind will find consideration from 
now on .  
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6. Reduction chains 
6. !. Normal svbstitutions 
(A) From now on o,1~ a particular kind of substitutions will be con- 
sidcred, namely normal substitutions. In order to describe this concept 
let It = (M o. .t~) ..... ~hl s, .t s) be an arbitrary complete substitution of  
rank < X. By Hoi we denote as usual the substitutioa <M0./o>, ..., 
<Mi-t. / i -  l ): tto.s+ i ia particular is another expression for H. Let 
/~X(T 0 ..... T k ) be a tile+ice constant of rank h such that T O ..... T k are 
terms whose choice cor.stants belong to M 0 (that is. T i ~ G(M o) in the 
terminology of Sectio,, 2. t) (A)). We use T] as short for Hoi(T/) and ~ 
as short for ~h(Ti 0 ..... T~.)" ~ in particular is short for ~X(T 0 ..... Tk). 
Evidently T/is" a term m G(Mi). provided i < s. Finally, let T be an 
arbitrary term of rank < 3, and type o (where ~ has type (0/o)) and lt~.t 
Js+l bc the elementary substitution which maps ~sx.t (that is, 
+h(~0+t T +++l )) into ~'(Tg ÷l T ++1 T). 
Let Ms+ I be a finite transitive set of choice constants of rank < X 
such that y's(,tls) c_ 31s+t. Then we construct a new substitution H' as 
follows: 
' " /b  >. <M; u +p, 11.>, <M su  ~ " +~' ,.rs+~ > (MoO +:,~ . . . . . . . . ~s.Js >, (Ms+ t U+s+! 
(with M i u ~" short for M i u {~} ). The resulting substitution H' is said 
to be a normal substitution oj" rank k and quite generally we call a sub- 
stitution H' normal o f  rank ~ if it can be obtained from a complete sub- 
stitution H in the above way. 
The substitution H which was the starting point of the construction 
of H' is uniquely determined by H'; it is called the kernel of H'. There 
are many normal substitmions which have H as kernel; we call them 
normal extensions of H. The element ~ is called the first leading term 
of / / ' ;  the element/s+ t x /[~, (~s+t) (that is (TS0÷| ..... ~+t  T)) is called the 
last leading term of / / ' .  In terms of earlier notation we have: 
(a) dom (H') = M 0 u /~ ; (b) r(H') = Ms+ 1 u ]s ,  t ''~" (~s+t). 
(BI Let 
H' = <mo u t~, /o>,  -.., <Ms+~ u +s\ t, .t++ ~ > 
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and 
P 
o ho> . . . . .  <M,+, u 
be two normal substitutions. 1/' is said to be strongly connected with/-F' 
f 
if and only if (a) ~, =/a (that is they have the same rank), (b)Ms+ I ~ ,'d 0, 
(c) fs÷ I (/~x+l) = ~'~. Since J~÷ I ;~ the identity map on Ms+ t , (b) is equiv- 
alent to fs÷l(Ms ~l ) ~ M'o" in partict, lar, we note that if H' is strongly 
connected with H", then H' is connected with H'.  
(C) A finite or infinite list H o, H l .... o f  substitutions i  called a 
normal substitution chain o f  rank ~ if each H i is a normal substitution 
of rank ~, and if in addition each H i is strongly connected with Hi+ 1" 
6.2. Domituztion 
Let 9 be a proof of the second kind. Let H = (M 0 u ~;0,10> ... be a 
nonnal substitution of  rank ~, with ~ its tirst leading term and .410 of 
rank < ~,. Then we say that H dominates ~ if the following holds: 
(a) 9 has ~) as its leading term; 
(b) dem (H) (that is M 0 u /~)  is a bound of 9 .  
Now let 9 be a proof of the first kind. Then we say that H dominaws 
if the following holds: 
(e.') every choice constant which occurs in 9 belongs to M 0 ; 
(b') i fM = O r(H'), where H' runs through the index substitutions of 
5D, then M ~ M 0 u ~;~. 
In both cases we have: l fH  dominates 9 ,  then dora ,H) t~ a bound of 
9. A proof -'~' is said to follow from 9 (of the first or second kind) by 
means of a normal contraction H if H is a normal substitution which 
dominates 9 and if 9 '  = H( 9 ); 9 '  is then again of the first or --'-cond 
kind, respectively. The following state~aent is evident: If 9 '  ;ollows 
from 9 by means of a normal contracton H, and i fH  is strongly co,-  
nected with H', then H' dominates .~" '. Another relation between domi- 
nation and reduction steps is describ,;d by: 
PR7. Let 9 be a proof of  the first or second kind and H a normal sub- 
stitution which dominates 9. (a) Let r --, A be an upperrlost sequent 
in the final part of 9 ,  B a formula in 1TM and .~' the side I roof  determined 
by B in P -* A; then H is a bound of  9'.  (b) Let 9 '  be obtained from 9 by 
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means of any reduction step other than a subformula reduction step; then 
H dominates 9 ' .  
Part (a) follows imme4iately from the construction of 9 '  described 
in [LN, p, 761, part (b) is ,an immediate c~l~sequence of the definition 
of reduction steps and of la) i~ case of a Tl-reduction step. 
PR8. Let 9 be a proof of  the first kind and H a normal substituti.~n with 
first leading term ~ which dominates 9.  Let 9 '  b,. ~ obtained from 9 
by means of a s,lbforl,ula reduction step with ~ as subformula constant. 
Then H dominates :9'. 
Here also, the proof follows immediately from the definitions. 
6.3. Reduct ion chains 
(A) One of the crucial concepts to be introduced is that of a reduc- 
tion chain of rank k. An infinir" reduction chain o f  rank k is an infinite 
sequence of objects R 0` R I . R 2 .... which satisfies, anaong others, condi- 
tions ( ! ) - (7)  below: 
(1) Each R i is either a proof of the first or the second kind or else a 
nonnal substitution of rank ,'k. 
(2) l fR  i is a proof of  tile first kind. then R has rank < ~ (Definition 
5). 
(3) If R i is a proof of  the second kind, tnen R i has a leading term of 
rank ;~. 
(4) R 0 is a proof. 
(5) There is no i such that both R i and Ri+ I are substitutions. 
(6) l fR  i is a proof and Ri.  I a ~ubstitutio,a, then Ri+ 1 dominates R r 
(7) if i < k. if R i, R k art" substitutions, and if R~ is a proof for 
i < 1 < k. then R i is strongly connected with R k, and Rg dominates 
every' proof R / fo r  which i < / < k holds. 
In addition we require that for every i for which R i is a proof, one of 
the conditions (8) - (14)  below is satisfied: 
(8) R i is not saturated. Ri+ 1 is a substitution and Ri+ 2 follows from 
R i by means of the nom~al contraction Ri+ ! . 
(9) R i contains continuity axioms in its final part, is not strongly 
saturated, Ri.,i is a substitution and Ri+ 2 follows from R i by means of 
the contraction R~.+l. 
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(1 O)R i contains continuity axioms in its final part. is strongly satur- 
ated, and Ri+ l is a proof which follows from R i by means of a c-reduc- 
tion. 
(I 1 )R  i is ~aturated, oes not contain continuity axioms in its final 
part, and Ri+ l is a proof which follows from R i by means of a prelimi- 
,ary reduction step. 
( (2) R i is saturated, does not contai~ continuity axioms in its final 
part, does not admit preliminary reduction steps, and Ri+ I is a proof 
which follows from R i by means of a reduction step from the following 
list: ind action-, logical-, Ext- or Tl-reduction step. 
(13)Ri  is as in (12), Ri+ l is a substitution (say H). and Ri+ 2 is a proof 
which foUows from H(Ri) by means of a T I - or a T 2-reduction step, 
(14) J~'i satisfies the subformula condition of rank ;k, and Ri+ I is a 
proof which follows from R i by means of a subformula reduction step 
of order ),. 
A sequ.~nce R 0 ..... R,v of  objects is called 0 Jb.ite rt.'dttctioi~ chailt o f  
rank k if it satisfies conditions (1) - (7 j ,  for each i < N for which R i is a 
proof, it satisfies ore of  the conditions (8) - ( !  4), and in addition it 
satisfies the following condition: 
(1") R~v is a proof. In other words, finite reduction chains of  rank k 
are just initial segments of  infinite reduction chains of rank k whose 
last element is a proof. 
(B) Let R 0, R I .... be'an infinite reduction chain of rank k. If we list 
the substitutions in the order in which they appear in the chain from 
left to fight, then we obtain a sequence of  normal substitutions of rank 
k, say H 0, H l , ... which in virtue of condition (7) has the property that 
each H t is strongly connected with Hi+ i . Thus H 0. Hj .... is a normal 
substitution chain of rank k; we call it the substitution chain induced 
by the reduction chain. The induced substitution chain can be empty, 
finite or infinite. Similarly, if R 0 ..... R v is a finite substitution ~.hain, 
then we can list the substitutions ir the order in which they appear 
from left to fight: H o, H l , ... As bet'ore, the result is a normal substitu- 
tion chain .~ rank k wl ich may be empty or finite. We call it again the 
substitution chain induced by the reduction chain. 
(C) Now let R o, R I .... be an infinite red:lction chain of  rank k and 
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!1 o. H ! . . . .  an infinite normal substitut ion chain of  rank ~,. The  reduct ion 
chain is called compatible with the substitut ion chain in any of the fol- 
lowing three cases: 
Glse 1 : H o. H ! .... is tue subst itut ion chain induced by R 0, R ! .... 
Case 2: There is an N ~_ 0 such lhat 1t o . . . . .  l t  v is the subst i tut ion 
chain induced by R 0` R ! .....  and i fR  i is the last substitut ion in R 0, R l .... 
(l lence R i = t l  N ), then ttN+ I domil, ates all proofs Ri+ t, Ri+ 2 . . . .  
Case 3: The subst i tut ion chain induced by R 0, R l . . . .  is empty,  and 
H 0 dominates all proofs R o, R l ,  .... I fR  0 .. . . .  R s is a finite reduct ion 
chain of  rank k and H 0, H t . . . .  an infinite normal substitut ion chain o f  
rank ~, then R o ..... R s is compatib,e with H 0, H I . . . .  if cases 3 or 2 
hold according to whether  the induced chain is empty  or not. 
w n 
(D) A finite reduct ion chain R o . . . . .  R M of  rank ~, is said to be a 
proper extension of  the finite reduction chain Re, .....  R N o f  rank X if 
N < M and R'  i = R i for i _-< N. A finite reduction chain R 0 .. . . .  R N o f  
I' t rank k is k-maximal if there is no proper extension R 0 .. . . .  R M of  rank ), 
o fR  o . . . . .  R N . l fR  o . . . . .  R v is a finite reduct ioo chain o f  rank ;k which 
is compatible with the infinite normal subst i tut ior  ~:hain H 0. H l .... o f  
rank h, then we call R o .. . . .  R N ~,-maximal with respect o H 0, H ! . . . .  
if there is no proper  extension of  rank ~. o fR  0 ..... R N which is com- 
patible with H o, H i . . . . .  
(E) There are some obvious propert ies of  reduct ion chains which will 
be used without  proof.  We ment ion a few of  them. l fR  0, R l . . . .  is an 
infinite reduct ion chain o f  rank k, and if R i is a proof ,  then R i, Ri+ 1 . . . .  
is an infinite reduct ion chain of rank k. If  R o . . . . .  Rni  (i = 1 ,2  . . . .  ) is an 
increasing list o f  reduct ion chains o f  rank ~. (that is, n I < n 2 ...) all 
compatible with the infinite normal subst i tut ion H o, H l . . . .  o f  rank ~,, 
then their union R o, R l . . . .  is an infinite reduct ion chain of  rank 
compatible with H o, H l . . . . .  I fR  o, R l . . . .  is a finite or infinite r~..duc - 
tion chain o f  rank k, and if R i is a proof ,  then R i is o f  rank < ), + 1. 
PRg. Let H 0, H l . . . .  be an infinite normal subst i tut ion chain o f  rank k 
and R o . . . . .  R N a reduct ion chain of  rank k which is compat ib leand k- 
maximal  with respect o H o, H I . . . . .  Then R 0 . . . . .  R~. is k-maximal. 
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Proof. Let H s be the first substitution in H 0. H I , ... which does not 
appear in R o ..... R A, ; by d,~finition, Hs dominates R v. We proceed in 
steps. 
S1 : R¢  must be saturated. Otherwise R o ..... R v. H,, h~(Rn,) would 
be a proper extension o fR  o ..... R~v still compatible with H o. H I ..... 
contradicting the maximality o fR  o ..... Rt~. 
$2: IfR/v would contain continuity axioms in the final part but not 
be strongly saturated, ".hen R o ..... R N. H s. Hs(R N ) would be a proper 
extension o fR  0 ..... R~v compatible with H 0. H 1 ..... contradicting the 
maximality of R 0 ..... R v. 
$3: I fR  A, would cantaia continuity axioms in its final part and be 
strongly saturated, then R o .. . . .  R a .  ~ would be a proper extension 
compatible with H 0. H Z ..... where ~ is obtained from R N by means of 
a c-reduction. This would contradict he maximality of R 0 . . . .  R N . 
$4: I fR  N would t:c saturated, not contain c-axioms in its final part. 
but admit any of  the reduction steps listed under ( 1 ! ) and (12) in Sec- 
tion 6.3 (A) then we could proceed as under $3 in order to o~tain a 
contradiction with the maximality assumption. 
$5: l fR  N would be saturated, not contain contiauity axioms in the 
final part, not admit preliminar3 reduction steps but a T t - or a T 2- 
reduction step, then we could extend R o .. . . .  R N as ~ollows: b~ ...... R v, 
H s, ~ with 9 obtained from Hs(R ~)  by means of a T i - or T2-redt'c- 
tion step. Th~ R o . . . . .  Rjv, Hs(R N ), 9 would be a proper extension 
compatible ~th  H 0, H l ..... contradicting the maximality assumption. 
$6: I fE  m would be of the first kind, then it would satisfy the sub- 
formula c.mdition o f  rank ~ accord!ng to S I -$5 .  Let ~ be the first 
leading term ofH. .  To R~ we could apply a st~bformula reduction step 
of order ~, by taking ~ as the subformula constant. The result would 
be a proof  9 with leading term ~ still dominated by H s. Thus 
R 0 ..... R~v, ~ would be a proper extension o fR  0 ..... Rjv of rank h 
compatible with H 0, H t .... , contradicting the maximality assumption. 
$7: Thus R~v is a proof of  the second kind, ~.nd a comparison of  
S I -~5 with (8).-(13) in Section 6.3(A) shows that there is no proper 
extension at all o fR  0 ..... Rjv. Thus R 0 ..... Rjv is maximal. 
The proof  of  PR9 contains a description of  the last e lemmt o f  a 
maximal reduction chain: 
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PRI0. Let R o ..... R v be a reduction cha~:~ cf  rank >, compatible with 
the normal substitution chain H 0, H l .... of rank ~, and X-maximal ~ith 
respect o H o, H I . . . . .  Let H s be the first substitution which does not 
appear ia R 0 ..... RA,. Then R N is a proof with the following properties: 
( I )  R v i~ of the second kind, (2) it is saturated and does not contain 
continuity axioms in the fitlal part, (3) it does not admit any reduction 
step, (4) the first leading term of 1t s is the leading term of R N . 
The last property of reduction chains which we would like to mention 
is: 
PRI I. Let 9 be a proof of the first or second kind with exact rank ~'0 
(see Section 4.3(C)) having the following property: there is no infinite 
reductien chain of rank X _-> ~o whc, se initial element is 9 .  Then, for 
every infinite normal substitution chain H 0. .r/1 .... of rank ;k >_- X0 such 
that H 0 dominates 3r, there is a maximal reduction chain of rank ;~ 
which is compatible with H o. t t  I . . . .  and whose first element is 9 .  
A straightforward indirect proof can for instance be obtained with 
the aid of the Axiom of Choice and PR9; we omit the details, which are 
routine 
6.4. A cr it ical  ord inal  I2 
(A) In this section, we make essential use of ZF-  in form of  some 
applications of  the replacement axiom. 
Let 5~ be a proof of the first or second kind of exact rank ;k 0 (Section 
4.3 (C)). With 9 we associate z,well-determined ordinal ~o0(9 ) as follows: 
(a) if there is an infinite reduc,.'ion chain whose first element is 9 ,  then 
90( 9 ) is the smallest ordinal ~, for which an infinite reduction chain of 
rank ), with first element 9 exists; (b) if :here is no infinite reduction 
chain with first element 9 then ~Oo( 9 ) -: ~'o" ~°0 is not a function but a 
class, or in the terminology of ZF-,  there is a formula A(x ,  y )  which 
describes the relation between 9 and ~p0 ( 9 ) (symbolically, A( 9 ,  ~Oo( 9 )). 
Now let ¢~ be any ordinal > 0. As noted earlier, the class of proofs in 
TRE of rank < a is a denumerable set. Thus we may associate with a a 
well-determined ordinal ~o I (or) as follows: ~01 (a) is tile smallest ordinal 
> tz which exceeds all ordinals of the form ~po ( 9 ) with 9 of rank < a. 
As before, ~0 t is a class but not a set. 
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(B) The critical ordinal ~ is by definition the smallest ordinal greater 
than all ordinals ~o I (1), ~Pl (~°1 (1)) . . . . .  The "effective" construction of 
12 does not surpass the means of ZF". To see this, put % = ~o I (1) and 
~n+l = ~01 (an)" By elementary reasoning, we show that for every n the 
sequence arj, a I ..... a n exists. By an application of  the Replacement 
Axiom, we infer the existence of the set {%, a t, a 2 .... }. The existence 
of I2 then immediately follows. 
6.5. Good proofs 
Definition 6. A proof  5D of rank < ~2 is said to be good if there is no 
infinite reduction chain c,f rank ~p0 (9 )s tar t ing  with 9). 
PRI 2. A proof 9 is good if and only if there is no infinite reduction 
chain at all starting with 9 .  In particular, if 9 is good, then every re- 
duction chain of rank ~ which starts with 9 is f'r'ite. 
The lemma is an immediate consequence of  the definitions. The basic 
property of  good proofs is given by 
Theorem 2. Let ~P be a proof o f  the first kind of  rank < fZ o f  
(a) (Ex)q  Z(a)(x + 1) c c Y.(a)(x) 
and H 0, H l .... an infinite normal reduction chain o f  rank ~2 such that 
H o dominates :~. 4ssume that 9 is good. Then there is an N with the 
property: the first leading term of  H~.  t has the form/~n(T 0 ..... T k ) 
with k> Oand there is an s.n.s, proof 9 '  o f  -,TToTl.. .Ti+ ! ¢o To TI...Ti 
for some i < k, whereby D(a) = (H o ... H~)(G(a)). 
Proof. Since 9 is good, we infer from PR12 and PRI 1 that there is a 
maximal reduction chain R o ..... R s of rank 12 with 9 = R 0 and com- 
patible with H 0. H l . . . . .  Let H i be the first substitution in H o, H l .... 
which does not appear in R o ..... R s. According to PR 10, R s is an s.n.s. 
proof of rank S-Z of  
--*(EX) "1 ~(~'1 ~(X + 1) G U ~(~ Xx),  
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where ~ is the first leading term of Hi, and where U is related to G by 
means o f (H  0 ... Hj_O(G(t , ) )  = U(~). According to PRI0, R s satisfies all 
conditions in PRS. Thus there is a critical logical inference in R s whose 
principal formula has rn image in the endsequent. This inference must 
necessarily "'. the rightmost one among all critical inferences in ~s and 
have the ~orm 
F -* q T(t + ! ) c v T(t) /P ~, (Ex)q T(x + 1 ) c v T(x)  
with T a constant erm isomorphic with X(/j~ ) and V(~) containing no 
other free variable than a and isomorphic with U(a). If we omit this 
inference, then we get a ploof :9* of rank ~ of 
q + 1 ) c v ) ( t ) .  
By Theorem 1, and since the Hi's are complete, there is a p => j so large 
that: ( 1 ) q = (tt/tt/÷ t"" Hp )(t) is saturated, with I ql = i; (2) the first 
leading term of  lip+ I has the form ~a (T O ..... T, ) with i<  k. Applica- 
tion of(H/.. .  Hp) to 9"  transforms 9"  into an s.n.s, proof g~** of  
rank ~2 of 
7 y.(~a (T  O . . . . .  T k ))(q + 1 ) c D Z(~a (T  O . . . . .  T k ))(q) 
with D(a)  = (1t/... Hp )(U(~)), and hence D(~,) = (H 0 ... Hp)(G(~)).  Since 
Iql = i < k, ~.(~n (T 0 ..... Tk))(q + 1) and ]~(~n (T O ..... Tk))(q) are equiv- 
alent to T O ... Ti.  l and T O ... T i, respectively, By adding a conversion to 
9 **, we finally end up with an s.n.s, proof :9' of rank ~2 of 
-, q ro,.. co ro... L 
with ~n (T  O ..... T k) the first leading term efHp+ l and D(a) = 
(H 0 ... Hp)(G(a)). This proves the theorcrt:. 
Coroibry. I et ~ and H o. I t  I .... be as in ? ~leorem 1. Then there is an N 
such that t~.e last leading term ofHv  has th.e fo rm ~s~ (T O ..... T k ) with 
0 < k and s, tch that there is an s.n.s, p roo f  9 '  o f  rank ~2 o f  
-~ "1T O ... Ti÷ l c o "o "'- T i f ° r  some i<  k, whereby D(a)  = (H o ... HN)(G(, 
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It suffices to note that the last leading term of H~v is the first leading 
term ofHN+ 1 since H~v is strongly connected with Hlv.!. 
In connection with good proofs we note 
Defmition 6 °. A proof of first or second kind and of rank < [2 is graded 
if every index proof 91 of 9 is good. 
If in particular there are no T ! - and T2-'nferences in :9 then :9 is 
graded. 
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7, Proof of the main result 
7. I. Secured  sequences  
(A) 
Definition 7. Let 9 be an s.n.s, proof of rank < ~'2 of 
-~ (~)(Ex) "1 ~(a)(x + 1 ) C a ~(e)(x) .  
A finite normal substitution chain H o ..... H s of rank g2 is called secured 
with respect  to ~ if: (1) H 0 dominates 9 ;  (2) the last leading term of 
H s has the form ~a(T  0 ..... Tk)with 0< k ; (3) there  is an /< k and an 
s.n,s, proof 9 '  of-* "q T O ... Ti+ l c o T O ... T i, w'aere D(a) is  related to 
G(a) by (H O, H ! . . . . .  Hs) (G(a) I  = D(a) .  
An immediate consequence of Definition 7, whose proof we orait, is 
MI. Let 9 be as in Definition 7, and H o . . . . .  H s a finite normal substi- 
tution chain of rank ~2 such that H 0 dominates 9 .  l fH  0 ..... H t is 
secured with respect o 9 for some t ~_ s, then H o . . . . .  H s is secured 
with respect o 9 .  
Definition 8 Let 9 be an s.n,s, proof of rank < ~2 of 
-~ (~,)(Ex)-I ~;(,~)(x + 1) c a ~(~)(x) .  
A finite normal substitution chain H o . . . . .  H s of rank ~2 is unsecured  
with  respect to 9 if: ( ! )  hr 0 dominates :9 ; (2) if lhe last leading term 
of H s has the form ~n (T o ..... T k ) with t¢ > 0, then there exists for 
every i < k a proof 9~ of  ~, T O T i ... Ti+ l C D T o ... T i, where D(¢0 is 
reiated to G(~) by (HoH I ... Hs)(G(~))  = D(~). 
We note that if k = 0 in Definition 8 (and hence s = 0), then H 0 is un- 
secured wiff~ respect o 9 .  Definition 7 is not the negation of  Definition 
8. What we have is: 
M2. Let 9 be as in Definition 7, and H 0 ..... H s a finite normal substitu- 
tion chain of rank ~ such that H 0 dominates ~.  Then H o ..... H s cannot 
be secured and unsecured with respect o 9 .  
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Proof. Assume the contrary. Then H s has a leading term/~U(T 0 ..... T k ) 
with k > 0. Since H o . . . . .  H s is secdred, there is an i < k and a proof  :9' 
of 
-l ro . . r,  r,÷ , C o ro ... r , 
where D(o0 = (H 0 ... t ts ) (G(a)) .  Since H o . . . . .  H s is unsecured, there is 
another proof :9" of  
-. ro.. .  r i  r ,  l % ro. . .  r 
However, this contradicts the consistency of  TRE. 
(B) Now let :9 be as in Definition 7. By S~, we denote the set of  finite 
normal substitution chains which are unsecured with respect o :9. S~, 
is clearly denumerable. On S~, we introduce a partial ordering -<~ as 
follows: For two sequences H o . . . . .  H s and H 0 ..... H t in S~,, tile relation 
H o . . . . .  H '  t < ,H  o . . . . .  H s holds if and only if s < t and I t  i -= H i. for i ~_ s. 
In this case, we call H 0 ..... H t a strict extension o fH  o ..... H s. 
Theorem 3. Let  :9 be  a good  proo fo f -~ (a)(Ex)-I ~.(a)(x + 1 ) C D Z(a) (x ) .  
Then < ~ is we l l - founded (has no str ict ly descend ing  sequences).  
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then we find an increasing sequence 
H o . . . . .  Hni of elements in S~ (that is, n i < hi+l). The  union of  these 
sequences yields an infinite normal substitution chain H 0, H i .... of  
rank ~2 such that H 0 dominates :9. According to the corollary to 
Theorem 2, there is an N with the property: the last leading term of H N 
is ~ (T o ..... T k) and there is an i < k and a proof  :9' o f  
-~-I T0... r/+ 1C D TO ... T , , 
where D(a) = (H o ... HA, )(G(~t)). Thus H o . . . . .  H N is secured with respect 
to 5D. According to M 1, H o .. . .  , Hn i is secured with respect c .jD when- 
ever N _~ n i. However, this contradicts M2. 
Now let ? be as in Theorem 3. According to this theorem we can 
associate with every element H 0 ..... H s in S~, in a familiar w;:y a (de- 
numerable) ordinal, the tree ordinal o fH  0 ..... H s in the demtmerable 
well-founded tr~e .<~,; we denote it by IH 0 ..... Hsl ~ . Since there are 
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only denumerably many elements in S,, there is a smallest denumerab'-. 
ordinal greater than all ordinals IH o ..... Hsl~,. We denote it by II 9 il. 
7.2, Valuations 
(A) Now we introduce the last of the important concepts needed, that 
of  a valuation of a proof, For convenience, we somewhat restrict he 
class of proofs which may admit a valuation. A proof 9 is called adtnis- 
sible if it satisfies the following conditions: ( 1 ) (9 is of the first or second 
kind and has rank < I2: (2) if T2( ? l "  Hi ' /~(t)) is an index of  a T 2- 
inference in 9 ,  then H I is not the identity map. 
(B) First we need the auxiliary notion "semivaluation". Let 7' be an 
admissible prbof. A semival,,ation of 9 (on :9 ) is a function V which 
associates with every T2-inference S' /S  in 9 an ordered pair whose first 
n:ember is a finite nonempty normal substitution chain E o ..... E n of 
rank I2 and whose second member is a substitution H' of rank < I2; we 
allow H' to be empty. The firgt member of this ordered pair is denoted 
by V(S' /S)  I , the second by V(S' /S)  2. 
(C) A semivaluation I, of an admissible proof ? is a valuation of :9 if 
a number of  conditions, to be stated below, are satisfied. In order to 
state them let 
T2(7~ I. H I , i f(t)) _ _ 
~'(t)&O'~ c o if(t), Pr(ff~,t)~O,)), l" ~ A(F(t )&(y))  
F( t )Q(q)  c o if(t), r ~ A(F( t )Q(q) )  
be an arbitrary T2-inference in 9~, denoted by S'/S. Let V(S' /S)  l be 
E o ..... E n and V(S' /S) ,  be H', assume first that H' is not the identity 
map. Let E, be 
<MoU > ..... <Msu <Ms,  u 
and let the last leading term f s . l (~ns÷l )ore  n be 
/~a (T O ..... T k , T) 
with T 0 ..... T k possibly e,npty. (qhe notation used is the same as in 
Section 6.1 (A) apart from the absence of the upper index s+ 1 in TS+l). 
Let ~ W(c c )  be the endsequen- of  •l" The conditions to be satisfied 
are: 
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(a tE  0 dominates 9 I. 
(b)Ms+ 1 c. dom (H'). 
(c) T is a term whose choice constants belong to dora (H'). 
(d) i f (T  o ... T k T) ",, F(tL  
(e) H'((E o ..... E n )(Gt ¢t)) = D(a). 
(f) r(H') is a subset o:" the transitive hull of r(1t I ). 
I fH'  is identity then we replace (b ) - tD  by the following clauses: 
(b') Ms+ I is a subset of  the transitive h:l l  of r(H I ). 
(c') T is a term whose choice constants belong to r(H: ). 
(d') T O ... T k T~ F(t). 
(e') D(a) = (E 0 ..... En)(Gfa)). 
Remark. If 9 is an admissible proof which does not contain T 2- 
inferences, then there is a trivial valuation of  9 ,  namely the empty 
valuation. 
(D) 
Definition 9. Let ~ be an admissible graded proof and V a valuation of 
9 .  We call V compa'ible with 9 if for every T2( :91 , H I , ff(tD-inference 
S'/S in 9 V(S'/S) is unsecured with respect o 9 .  
Notation. Valuations will be denoted by letters such as V, V'. V*, I$'. W'. 
etc. 
7.3. Induced valuations 
(At Let V be a valuation of an admissible, proof 9 ~, and ?"  a proof 
ob, tained fiom 9 by means of  a reductioa step. Then one can define 
under certain conditions a valuation Ii" on 9" ¢¢hich is related to V in a 
very natural way in most cases. The only cases where the relation between 
V and V' is not obvious arise when 9 '  follows from 9 by means of a 
T I- or a Tz-reduction step. V' is called the valu,::tion induced by V on 
9. Now we pass: to the definition of IF'. 
Case l : 9~' follows from 9 by means of a reduction step of  the fol- 
lowing list: preliminary, c-elimination, omission of a cut, induction re- 
duction, Ex~-reduction, subformula-, logical- or TI-reduction step. rhen  
each T2( ~l ,  t'rl'/O(t))'inferet~ce S' /S in ~ is transformed in an obvious 
sense into zero, one or sever:,l pictures ~/S:  (i <= n) in P', depending on 
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file kind of  the redtiction step and on the position of S'IS in 9 .  Each 
S'iiS i is again a T~ :h i , H i , ff(t))-inference. Then we put V'(S~IS i) = 
V(S'/S). Since every T2( 91 , H i , F(t))-inference S*iS*  in 9 '  is the 
picture of precisely one T.~( 9 ! , H i , F(t))-inference S' /S  (in 9 ), V' 
is indeed a valuation on 9' as a quick inspection of the definition 
shows. A reader who prefers ~l more detailed description of V' is referred 
to I LN, p. 2061 or to [BS3I, where the notion of "picture" is treated in 
a more explicit way. 
Case 2: 9 '  follows from 9 by means of a normal contraction H of 
rank < fl. Then there is a one-one  correspondence b tween T2-infer- 
ences in 5t ', namely: I fS ' /S  is a T~( 91 , 1t I , ff(t))-inference in :9, then 
H(S')/H(S) is the corresponding T2( :9 l' H i '  ff(t))-inference in :9 '. Thus 
we may define V' :is follows: 
(a) V'(II(S')IH(S)) ! = V(S'IS) I 
(b) if Ii(S'/S) 2 = H', then V'(H(S')/H(S)) 2 = H'H (with H'H equal to 
H if H' is 'dentity map). 
Since dom (Hi is a bound of  9 we infer from (c')--(e') or (c) - ( f )  
(according to whether !1' is identity or not) that V' is a valuation of 9 ' .  
Case 3. Let 9 be saturated and So/S o a critical T I ( ) I' Hl) ' inference 
in 9 ,  sa2¢ 
T i t9  i ,H i )  
D(60')), .~r(6(.l'), D, A), F -+ A(~O')) 
D(F(t)), F-+ A(F(t)) 
Let tile following conditions b." satisfied: 
tl) H i is a complete substitution: 
(11) the choice constants in •t )  are menlbers of r(H l). 
Let 9 '  be obtained from 9 by means of a T I -reduction step applied 
to So/S o. Let -+ 1¢(cc;) be the endsequent of  9 ! . Now, to the definition 
of V'. We distinguish two subcases. 
f I SI: S'/S is a T2( 9 '  I , H i , (2(q))-inference in :9 different from So/S o 
Then S'/S is transfomaed by tile reduction step in one or two 
# J n 
T2(9 1' H i '  Q(q))-inferences S i lS  i (i = [ or i = l, 2) according to the 
position of S'/S in 9 .  Then we put V(S'/S) = V'(SI./Si). 
$2: S'/S is.So/S o. The T i -reduction step transforms So/S o into a 
T2(  9 i . H i . FIt))-inference S*/S** according to our definitions in Sec- 
tion 6.9. All ~at  remains to do is to define V' properly on S*[S**. To 
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this end, assume that H t (of rank < I2) i.," (M 0. Jo ) ..... (M r, Is). Let ~ct 
be a choice constant of  rank I2 and suitaole type which contains the 
empty sequence of  terms as subscript: I.t Ms+ I be the transitive hull o f  
fs(Ms) (that is, of  r(H ! )) and letJ~+ I be the elementary substitution 
which maps ~a into ~a (/~(t)). Then we construct a normal substitution 
of rank f~ with H I as kernel as described in Section 6. I. that is, we put 
E,j = ,M 0 ~., ~a. f0> ..... <,~t~ u ~a ,l~>, <M~+~ L, ~a, :~.~>. 
Then we put V'(S*[S**) I = E 0 and V'(S*/S**) 2 = the identity 
r ,n. Then (a), (b ' ) - le ' )  in Section 7.2(C) are all satisfied: E 0 domi- 
nates 91 because M 0 =dom (H l) is a bound of 91 according to the 
definition of T ! ( 91 , H l )-inference. Clause (b') holds according to our 
choice GfMs+ l . Clause (c') holds by virtue of  assumption (I1) imposed 
on if(t). Clause (d') holds by construe tion. Obviously, E o (Gia)) = 
H l (G(a)) = D(~), and thus (e') holds. V' is thus fully defined on :9' an.d 
is indeed a valuation of  7' '. 
Case 4: Let 9 be a saturated admissible proof and I: a val~aation of 
9 .  Let So/S o be a critical T2( 9 i , H ! , ff(t)~-inference in 9 ,  say 
P(t)~(y) c D F(t), Pr(ff(t)~O')), [" ~ A(f(t)~(y ') 
T 2 ( 9~, H~, if(t)) _ _ 
F(t)Q(q) c o F(tlQ(q)) 
Let the following conditions be satisfied: 
P 
(I) V(So]S o) = H' is a complete substitution: 
(II) the choice constants in Q(q) belong to r(H I ). 
Let -~W(c G) be the endsequent of 91" Now to the definition of I ' .  
We distinguish two subcases. 
SI : S']S is a T 2 ( :9 l' HI '  T(p))-inference in :9 different from So/S o . 
Then S'/S is transformed by the reduction step in at least one and at 
t # r most two T 2 ( 9 l' HI, T(p))-inferences Si/S i according to the position 
. ~ t , . of S'/S in 9 Then we put (Si/S i) = V(S'/S). 
$2: S'/S i ~  The T~-reduction step transforms S I /S  O into a 
T 2 ( 9 l, HI, F(t)Q(q)(t +q))'inference S*]S** according to our defini- 
tions in Section 5.10. It remains to define V' properly on S*/S**. To 
this end, we list the data which are relevant o the construction of  
z¢s*/s**). Let F.. t,e <M 0 u~g', r0> .... , <M,o~, /? ,  <M,.t u ~,+~, f . t~ 
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aria/'s÷t (~sn÷l) = ~n (T O ..... l'g ) the last leading term of E n . Let H' be 
<M'o, go ) ..... <M' r, gr) and Mr+ ~ the transitive huU of gr(M'r), that is, of 
r(H'). We use H'~ as short for <M o. go ) ..... <M~ 1' gi 1 ); in particular, 
hr.,,  = H'. We put T / = H;(T,) and ~,= T,. Finally weuse  ~.n as short fGr 
/~n(l"~ ..... T~.) and denot'e b~y g,+l ttle el'ementary substitu'tion which 
maps ~'rn4 t into ~n (~t  ..... T~ ÷t , (2(q)). Then we construct a normal 
substitution E n 41 of rank ~ which has ~'~ as ils first and 
/~n (T~÷I ..... T~ 41 . 0(q))  as its last leading term and whose kernel is H'. 
More explicitly 
e . . ,  1' " > 
= " ' "  Q~ r+ l  LJ~r+l'gr+l 
Since H' is complete according to assumption (1), E,,+l is indeed a nor- 
real substitution of  rank El. Now to the definition of V'(S*/S**). We 
put V'(S*/S**) t = 1" 0 ... E n En. I and V'(S*/S**) 2 = the identity 
map. It remains to show that (a), (b ' ) - (e ' )  are all satisfied. First we 
note that the last leading term ore  n is the first leading term ofEn+, ,  
and since II is a valuation. Afs+ i c__ dora (H') = M 0 holds. That is, E n is 
strongly connected with Er: ÷l'  and hence E 0, E l ..... En' En +1 is indeed 
a normal substitution chain of rank I2. Now to (a), (b') -(e') .  Clause (a) 
is automatically satisfied. Clause (b') holds according to our choice of 
M'r+ t and by virtut of condition (f) in Section 7.2(C) which is ,,,atisfied 
by V. Clause (c') is guaranteed by assumption (ll). According to clause 
(d), v~hich is ~tisf ied by V, we have in terms of our notation: 
~0 +! T~ 41 ... T~ 41 ~ F(t). This implies 
T~*l... T~ 41 Q.tq) ~ F(t)O.(q)(t +q) . 
Since ~a (T~+i ..... T[ 4 ', Q(q)) is the last leading term ofEn+ 1 , clause 
(d') is indeed satisfied Finally, H'((E o ... En)(G(a)) = D(a) holds by 
virtue of  (e); since (E o ... E n )(G(t0) is a formula of rank < $2, 
H'((E o ... E n)(G(a)) and ~n÷l ((Eo "" En)(G(a)) are the same. Since 
En+l (Eo "'" EnXG(a)) = (Eo "'" EnEn ~'t )(G(~,)), clause (e') is also satisfied. 
V' is thus fully defined on 9 '  and indeed a valuation of ? '. 
Remark. If 9 is obtained from 9 0 by means of a normal contraction H
of rank < ~2, if V 0 is a valuation of  9 o and V the valuation induced on 
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:9 according to case 2, then conditions (1), (11) in cases 3, 4 are ~tisficd 
for any critical T l - and T2-inference as an easy inspection shows. 
(B) There is just one further situation which requires a proper defini- 
tion of  induced valuation. Let :9 be an admissible proof, F ~ A an upper- 
most sequent in its final part, B a formula in F and 9 '  the side proof 
determined by B in P -~ A. Let V be a valuation of :9. We would like to 
define an induced valuation on :9'. To this end, we recall the construc- 
tion of :9' in [LN, p. 761. One starts with a proof :9* which differs 
from :9 only in that there is an additional thinning in the final part of  
*. To :9" we apply a series of  preliminary reduction steps, including 
at least one omission of  a cut and obtain as result the proof :9'. That is 
we have a sequence :91' :92 ..... :gn with :91 = :9 *' 9n = :9, such that 
each 9i+ 1 follows from 9 i by means of an omission of a cut or a pre- 
liminary reduction step. Since 91 has essentially the same structure as 
:9 apart from the additional thinning in its final part we can carry over 
the valuation V to 9 t" By induction with respect o i, we define a 
valu, ttion V i on 9 i (with V l = II) by repeated application of  case 1. The 
resulting valuation V n on 9 n = :9' is called the valuatior, induced by V 
on ~ '. 
7.4. Properties o f  induced valuations 
(A) We list a few properties of  induced valuations, most of them 
being straightforward consequences of the definitions. We start with a 
property concerning raded proofs. 
M3. (a) Let :9 be a graded proof  of rank < [2 and :9' obtained flora :9 
by means of  an operation of  tile following list: preliminary redu( tion 
step, omissio:l of  a cut. normal contraction of rank < 12, c-elimination, 
induction reduction, Ext-, logical-, T l - or T~-reduction step, subformula 
reduction step of  order < ~2. Then :9' is graded of rank < 12; if 7 is 
admissible then so is :7". (b) Let :9 be as before, ~" ~ A an upperraost 
sequent in its final part, B a formula in F and :9' the side proof  deter- 
mined by B in F -, A. Then :9' is graded of rank < ~2; if :9 is admissible, 
then so is :9 '. 
We omit the Froof, w'.~',:h is straightforward. The only case not covered 
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by M3 is that of a Tl-reduction step; to this case we will apply the 
crucial argument of our proof, 
(B) 
M4. (a) Let :9 be a graded admissible proof and V a compatible valuation 
of 9 .  Let 9 '  be obtained from 7 ~ by means of one of the operations 
listed under M3(a) (with conditions (!), (11) in cases 3, 4 in Section 7.3(A) 
satisfied in case of  a T ! - or a T,-reduction step). Then the valuation V' 
induced by V on 9 '  is compatible ~,ith (9'. (b~ Let 9 and V be as be- 
fore and P ~ A. B and 9 '  related to 7' as in M3(b). Then the valuation 
V' induced by V on :9' is compatible with 9 '  
Proof. The only nontfiviai casts in the statement arise when 9 '  lbllows 
from 9 by means of a 1" l - or a T 2 reduction step. In order to treat 
them, we retain the notation introduced in Section 7.2 (C) and in the 
discussio'a of c~,ses 3 and 4 in Section 7.3(A). 
Case 1 : 9 '  follows from 9 by means of a T~ -reduction step. Then 
there is just one T 2-inference h't 9 '  Ibr which we have to check the 
compatibility of V', namely the T~( 9 I' HI, F(t))-inference S*/S**  into 
which thr T~ ( 5' l' HI )-inference So/S  o is transformed by the reduction 
step. According to our co,~struction i  case 3 in Section 7.3 (A) we have 
V' (S* /S**)  I = E o with E 0 a normal substitution of rank I2 which 
dominates 91 and whose last leading term has the fo~'m/j~ ( if(t)).  
According to Definition 8, the element E 0 is unsecured with respect o 
9 i . He,ice V' is compatible with 9 ' .  
Case 2: 9'  follows from 9 by means of a T2-reduction step. Then 
there is just one T2-inference in :9' for which the compatibility of V' 
has to be checked, namely the T 2 ( 9 j ,  H l , F ( t )Q(q) ( t  + q))-inference 
S*[S** into which the T2( 91 , H i , F(t))-inference S'o/S o is transformed 
by the reduction step. By assumption, V is compatible with 9 ,  and 
hence V(S'o/So) i = E o . . . . .  E n is unsecured with respect o 91 . That is, 
for every i < k, we have a proof ~i of ~ To.. .  Ti+: c v To.. .  T i, where 
Ut~) = (E 0 .. En)(G(~t)). Since U(a) is related to D(c0 by En+l(U(~)) = 
D(a) (with G(a), U(a) and D(~) as in case 4 in Section 7.3 (A)), there is, 
in the notation of case 4, for every i < k a proof, namely E n + 1 ( 9 i ), of 
- ,  . . .  r[;i  co  . . ,  , 
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where TT+' -'- H'(T i) = En+,(Ti). Since/i a (T~ +' ..... T~ +' , Q(q))is the 
last leading term ofEn+ i , the compatibil;ty of  V' is proved if we can 
find a proof 9"  of 
T~+i Tr+IO(q) CD r~,l Tr+l 
. . . . . .  A k • ~ " 
... T r+! ~ F(t) holds since V is a valuation of 9 .  Since equiv- Now T0 +1 k 
alent terms may be replaced by each other in any formula (HA ! L our 
task is accomplished if we find a proof 9"  of 
-~ F(t)Q(q) c D F( t ) .  
N:: ~ F(t )Q(q)  c o if(t) occurs in the antecedent of the uppermost sequert 
S o in the final part of  the standard proof 9. According to the basis lem- 
rna, there exists a proof 9"  of-* F(t)Q(q) c o F(t). Hence V' is com- 
i.atible with 9 '. 
(C) For later use we note two properties of Tl-reduction steps which 
are obvious but worthwhile to be stressed. 
MS. Let 9 be a graded proof and S'/S a critical Tl-inference in 9 with 
S in particular I¢(CD), D(ff(t)), l" --- A(F(t)). Let 9 '  be obtained from g' 
by means of  a Tl-reduction step applied to S'/S. If the side proof 9 t of 
-~ W(c o ) in S is good, then 9 '  is graded. 
The proof is straightforward. 
M6. Let 9 ,  S']S, 9 i  and 5P' be as in M5. Let 9 be admissible, V a com- 
patible valuation of  9 and V' the valuation induced by V on 9' .  If 9 I 
is good, then V' is compatible with 9 '. 
The proof is straight forward. 
7.5. Ordinals 
(A) Graded proofs and compatible valuations permit us to introduce 
ordinals into our considerations. First we note that the class of  good 
proofs of rank < ~ is a denumerable s t. Hence there exists a smallest 
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ordinal A with the property: if 3 ~ is good and of rank < ~2, then 
II :911 < A (Section 7. !). By A* we denote the smallest ordinal greater 
that all ordinals of the form o~, (A). i: --- 0, I, 2 . . . . .  Only ordinals < A* 
will concern us. The existence of A and A* can easily be proved by 
means of the replacement axiom. 
(B) Now let :9 be an admissible graded proof of rank < ~ and V a 
compatible valuation of :9, By induction from tile above we are going 
to associate with every sequent S in :9 an ordinal 0 (S) in quite the 
same way as in ~ LN]..Tile inductive definition is as follows. 
(1) If S is an axiom of tile form P ~, then 0 (S) -- 1. 
(2) If S is  an axiom of the form F ~ B, then O(S) =d(B)+ 1 (Section 
5.1 (E)). 
(3) l fS  is the conclusion of a logical irference S' /S ,  then O (S) = 
O(S') # 1. 
(4) If S is the conclusion of a conversion or a one premiss tructural 
rule S' /S ,  "hen & (S') = O (S). 
(5) l fS  is the conclusion of a logical inference S i , $2 /S ,  then 
(S )= O(S I )#O(S  2~# 1. 
((,) l fS  is the conclusk n of an E×t-infere~ce S' /S ,  then O(S)  = 
O(S' )  # 1. 
(7) lf S is the conclusion of a cut S I .$2 /S ,  then O(S) = ~oa(O(S l) # 
(S z )), where d = h(S  1 ) -- h(S) .  
(8) If S is the conclusion of an induction S' /S ,  then O (S) = o~d(O (S')w), 
where d = i~tS" - h(S).  
(9) l fS  is th, • conclusion of a Tl-inference S' /S ,  then O(S)  = 
tad((0(5")  # ~^+i  )~A, !  ), where d = h(S ' )  - h(S) .  
(10) If S is tile conckision of a T 1 -inference S' /S ,  then O(S)  = 
tad(( O (S') ~ cj,~,l )w,,+l ). where a = U 9 II and d = h(S ' )  - h(S) .  
(! !) If S is l he conclusion of a T 2-inference S' /S ,  then 
O(S)  = taa((C (S') # taa+l )6o,÷1 ), where d = h(S ' )  - h (S)  and 
a = I V (S ' /S ) I I  , . 
As ordinal of  9 we take tb.e ordinal O (S) of the endsequent S of :9 ; 
we denote it by O ( :9 ) or O v (9 )  in order to indicate its dependence 
on V. 
(C) The ordinal assignment just defined has several properties which 
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we are going to state in the form of lemr.las. Apart of  a few remarks, we 
omit their proofs since they lead to exactly the ~ame calculations as in 
[LN, Si~ctions 2.5 and 2.6]. 
M7. Let 9 be an admissible graded proof provided with a compatible 
valuation V. Let 9 '  follow from 9 by means of a preliminary reduction 
step or a c-elimination. Let V' be the valuation induced by V on 9 ' .  
Then Ov.(P').<-_" Or(P). 
M8. Let 9 ,  Vbe as in M7. Let 5~' follow from 9 by means of a reduc- 
tion step of the following list: ( ! ) omission of a cut, (2) logical reduction 
step, (3) induction reduction, (4) subformuta reduction step, ~5) Ext- 
reduction, (6) T l -reduction step, (7) T2-reduction step. Let 1/' be the 
valuation induced by V on 9 '. Then Or . (9 ' )  < 01, ( 9 ). 
Remarks. (a) In case of a T t -reduction step, th,~ proof depends on two 
facts: (1) Since the proof 9 0 in Section 5.9 is pseudo-cutfree, the ordinal 
assignment induced by V' on 9 '  assigns to P(t)~0') c o F(t) -* 
D(F(t)~(y)) a natural number n as ordinal. (2) The valuation V' asso- 
ciates with.the T 2 ( :~l, Hi ,  ff(t))-inference S*/S**, into which the 
T 1 ( 7~ !, H t )-inference S'/S is transformed, an element V(S*/S**) l in 
S~, t for which I V(S*/S**)! I~h < II ~ l  II holds by definition. 
(b) In case of a T 2-reduction step, the proof  depends on the following 
two facts: (1 )Fhe  proof 9 0 in 5.10 is pseudo-cutfree and hence the 
ordinal assigned by I f  to S(F, G, a) a natural number n. (2) The valuation 
associates with the T2( _91 , H l . ff(t)O(p)(t +p))-inference S*[S**, into 
which the T2( 91 , H l , F(t))-inference S'/S is transformed, an element 
V'(S*[S**) l in S~, t which is a strict extension of V(S'/S) l and for which 
thus I V'(S*]S**) 11~, t < I V(S']S) i 1~1 holds. By taking these facts into 
account we can prove M8 by proceeding in exactly the same way as in 
[LN, Section 2.5".. 
M9. Let :~ be a graded admissible proof  and V a compatible valuation 
of 9.  Let F -* A be an uppermost sequent in the final part and B a 
forlnula in P. Let 5P' be the side proof  of-* B determined by B in F -~ A 
and 1I' the valuation induced by V ¢,n ~' .  Then Ov,(P') < 0 v(P). 
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The proof of 1~19 depends on tl~e construction of 9 '  as described in 
[ LN, p. 76 ] in the proof of the basic lemma. According to this proof o~c; 
starts with a proc:.f 9"  which differes from 9 only in that there is an 
additional thinni~g in the final p~rt of 9" .  From 9"  one derives 9 '  by 
means of some p~eliminary reduction steps, including at least one omis- 
sion of,~ cut. Extending our ordinal assignment to .~uch mildly classical 
proofs such as 5 t ,  we first filed that 9"  has the same ordinal as 9 .  
Using M7 and M ~,, I ), one finds that O v ' (9 ' )  is indeed smaller than 
Or(? ) .  
MI0. Let 9 be a graded admissible proof and V a compatible valuation 
on 9.  Let S'/S be a critical "l'i-inference with S. more explicitly, W(c D ), 
D(F(t)), I TM -~ A(~(t)). Let 5~ be the side prool o f~ W(~o) determined 
by W(C 0 ) in S. Let 9 '  b,." obtained from :9 by means of a Tl-reduction 
step applied to S'/S and V' the '~aluation i duced by V on ,9'. If 91 is 
good, then 9 '  is graded and admissible, V" is compatible with 9 '  and 
0 v ' (9 ' )  < 0 I, ( 9 ). Th,: inequality in M 10 is a consequen~:e of the fact 
that in the calculation of 0 , , , (9 ' )  we replace A by the sm~dler ordinal 
II 9! II. 
7.6. The main rc.mlt 
Now we are going to prove tile main theorem, from which the state- 
ments cited in the introduction immediately follow. The lemmas M3-- 
M !.0 are incot3,orated in the proof without explicit mention. 
Theorem 4. Le: 9 be an admissible graJed pr,,of provided with a com- 
patible valuat~(,~z V. Tht 9 is good. 
Proof. We proceed by transfinite induction and make the following in- 
ductive assumption: 
(*) If 9 '  is graded and admissible, if V' is a compatible valuation 
of 9 '  and if Or , (9 ' )<  Or (9) ,  then 9 '  is good. 
Now let an infinite reduction chain R 0, R 1 .... of rank ~p0 ( 9 ) aad with 
R 0 --- 9 be given (with ~0 as in Section 6.4). We show that a contradic- 
tion arises. From Theorem 1, Lemma PR 1 and the results in Section 5.3, 
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we infer that the chain R 0, R I .... cannot solely ct,.:~ist of  contractions, 
c-eliminations and preliminary reduction steps, That is, there must be 
at least one proofRi  in the chain such that R i is related to Ri+ t or Ri+ 1 
and Ri+ 2 according to one of the clauses ( 12), (13) or ( ! 4) in Section 
7.3(A). Let R i be the first such proof in the chain with this property. 
The initial piece R o ..... R. is then a finite reduction chain which satis- 
fies exclusively clauses (8)'-( 11 ). Since only normal contractions, c-
eliminations and preliminary reduction steps occur in R o ..... R i, we 
infer from the fact that R 0 = 9 is graded and admissible: (I) ifRj, i <= i, 
is a proof, then R i is graded and admissible. Then we can define, for 
every ] < i for which R i is a proof, a valuation l-'/by induction as 
follows: (a) V 0 = V; (b) i fR  i and Ri÷ i are proofs with Ri÷ I obtained 
from R i by menas of a preliminary reduction step or a c-elimination, 
then we take as ~+1 the valuation induced by V i on Ri+ I : (c) i fR  i and 
Rj+ 2 are proofs such that Ri+ 2 follows from R i by means of tile normal 
contract ion  RI+i, then we take as V/÷ 2 tile valuation induced by l ' j on 
Rj÷ 2 according to c,~se 2 in Section 7,3. From M4, we infer inductively 
that every such valuation ~ is compatible with R i. Now we distinguish 
three cases. 
Case 1: Ri+ 1 follows from R i by means of  an induction reduction, a
logical reduction step, an Ext-reduction or a subformula reduction step. 
Then Ri+ 1 is again an admissible graded proof and the valuation V' in- 
duced by V i on Ri+ ! is compatible with Ri÷ l . Moreover, Ov.(Ri+ l ) < 
0 vi(Ri). Since 0 ~(R i) <= 0 vo(Ro) = OF(9  ) we can apply the induc- 
tive assumption (*) and infer that Ri÷ 1 is good. On the other hand, 
Ri+ ! , Ri+ 2 . . . .  is an infinite reduction chain starting with Ri+ I °, which 
yields a contradiction with the fact that Ri+ I is good. 
Case 2: Ri+ 1 is a normal substitution and Ri+ 2 follows from Ri+l(R ~) 
by means of a T i - or a T2-reduction step. Then Ri÷ I (Ri) is again an 
admissible and graded proof and the valuation If* induced by V/on 
Ri+ 1 ( R i) is compatible with Ri+ ! (Ri). The proof Ri÷ 2 in turn is then 
a graded admissible proof and the valuation V' induced by 11"* on Ri÷ 2 
is compatible with Ri+ 2. Moreover, Ov,(Ri+ 2) < O v,(Ri+! (Ri)). Since 
also O v. (R i+l  (Ri ) )  = 0 gi(Ri) and O,~(R i) <-_ 0 ~,( 9 ), we get 
0 r.(Ri+2) < O v(9) ,  Thus we may apply the inductive assumption (*) 
and infer that Ri+ 2 is good. On the other hand, Ri+:~, Ri+ 3 .... is an 
infinite l'eduction chain starting with Ri÷ 2 , in covtradiction with the fact 
that Ri+ 2 is good. 
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Case 3: R i contains a critical TI-inference S'/S with S in particular 
W(co),  D(i~(t)), r ~ A(F(t)), and Ri+ 1 follows from R i by means of a 
Tl-reduction step applied to S'/S. Let 9 i be the side proof of I4/(c o )  
in S and V* the valuation induced by V. on 9 Then 5D 1 is graded and 
t 1" 
admissible and V* compatible with 9 ! . According to M9, we have 
O l., ( 91 ) < O vi(Ri) ~ O v (9 ) .  Thus according to our inductive as- 
sumption (*), 9 ! is good. Hence Ri+ t is graded and admissible and the 
valuation V' induced by V i on Ri÷ i is compatible with Ri+ 1 . Moreover, 
0 l~(Ri+ 1 ) < 0 vi(Ri) <= 0 v (~ ), according to M 10. Thus we may 
apply the inductive asstrmption (*) and infer that Ri+ 1 is good. On the 
other hand Ri÷ ! , Ri÷ 2 .... is an infinite reduction, chain siarting with 
Ri÷ I ~ in contradiction to the fact that Ri, l is good. This concludes the 
proof. 
Corollary 4.1. An s.n,s, proof  9 in TR of--, (a)(Ex)A(a, x) which does 
not contain choice constants at all is goc~d. 
Proof. 9 has clearly rank < I2, does not contain T l- nor T2-inferences 
and hence no index proofs and no index substitutions. 9 is therefore 
admissible and trivially graded since it contains no index proofs at all. 
Thus there is a trivial valuation V of 9 which is compatible with '9, 
namely the empty valuation. Thus 9 is good according to Theorem 4. 
7.7. Applications to ZF- 
(A) As is seen by a patient but easy and straightforward inspection, 
all our arguments which have led to the proof of Theorem 4 can be 
formalised within ZF-  + V = L + (x) con (x) (with (x) con (x) the uni- 
versal formula expressil, g the consistency of TR 0 as required by assump- 
tion A in Section 3.8). That is, in ZF- + V = L + (x) con (x) one can 
prove a formalized version of the statement contained in Corollary 4.1. 
This corollary enables us to prove still x~ithin ZF" + V = L + (x) con (x) 
a suitably formalized version of  the following: 
Theorem $. Let x -< y be a prime ]brmula without choice cons'.ants and 
with x, y as its only free "'ariables (both o.f type 0). I fTR  0 I-- (e)(Ex) 
-Ict(x + 1) -< a(x), then (a)(Ex)-l~(x + 1) <a(x)  is true. 
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Proof. Let 9 be a proof in TR 0 o f - ,  (a)(Ex)-I a(x + l)-< a(x). Without 
loss of  generality, we can assume that 9 is strictly normal. According to 
Corollary 4.1, 9 is good. 
Now let f be an arbitrary one-place number-theoretic function; put 
a i =f(i).  Let/~/l and ~2 be short tor ~l (% ..... a i) and ~'(a o ..... ai), 
respectively; ~) is a choice constant of  rank I and type (0/0), and//~ is 
a choice constant of rank 2 and type (0/0). Let.t i be the elementary 
substitution which maps/~: into ~. t  and g~ the elementary substitution 
whic~l maps/i 2 into/~2÷1. PJt Ei({~ ~ , ~2},~.), ({~).~l,~},gi)" Ei is clearly 
a normal substitution of  rank 2 and E i is strongly connected with El+ I" 
Thus E 0, E t , E 2 .... is a normal substitution chain of rank 2 and E 0 
dominates 9.  
According to PR 11, we find a reduction chain R 0 ..... R N with R 0 = 9 
of rank 2 which Js maximal and compatible with respect o E 0. E l . . . . .  
Let E s be the first E i not appearing in R 0 ..... R N. From PR 10, we infer 
that R N is a proof of-+ (Ex) "-I ~s2(x + I ) -< ~.~(x) and R N satisfies the 
conditions of PR5. By proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2, we find 
an n, an m > n and a proof 9 '  o f~ -1 ~;n(n + 1 ) -< ~n (n). By addition of 
a conversion and by keeping in mind the definition of/~2 we finally find 
a proof 9"  in TRE of.* 7an.~ -< a n. Since TRE is consistent, "-Jan÷ i -< a n 
must be true. Thus for an arbitrary number-theoretic function 1~ we have 
found a n n such th at M f (n  + 1 ) -< f (n  ) :~ true. Hence (a)(Ex)7 a(x + 1 )-4 
a(x) is true, proving the statement. 
!n this section we will use It'(-<) as short for (a)(Ex)-I a(x + 1 ) -< t~(x). 
(B) Theorem 5 implies that we can construct within ZF -+ V = 
L + (x)con (x) effectively a pr!mitive recursive well-orderiag <o which 
exceeds in ordinality al! primitive recursive weii-orderings < for which 
I4t(-<) is provable in TR 0. The construction of-< 0 is based on an effective 
enumeration 9 0` 91 .... of all proofs in TR 0 which have an endsequent 
of the form .* I4'(-<), with -< primitive recursive. With such an enumera- 
tion at hand, the constr-ction o f~ 0 is completely routine. Thus we 
have: 
Theorem 6. There is a primitive recursive well-ordering with the proper- 
ties." ( l )  ZF-  + V = L + (x}con (x) I-- W(<o); (2 ) / fTR  o I- W(-<), then 
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the ordinal associated with < is smaller than the ordinal associated with 
d 0 . 
(C) Next we have to step from ZF- + V = I + (x) con (x) to ZF -+ V = [ 
This step is accomplished by means of a resul~ which is well known to 
experts but which does not seem to appear in the literature as a theorem. 
In our context his result is given by: 
Theorem 7 . / f  (x) con (x) is true a:M <1 a primitive recursive well- 
ordering such that ZI-- + V = L + (x) con(x)  ~- W(<! ). then one finds 
effectively a primitive recursive well-ordering <2 such that ZF- + V = 
L I-" W(< 2 ) holds an, t such that "<t and <2 have the same ordinal 
associated with them 
The truth of (x)con (.v) required by the theorem is inferred from the 
fact that a classical model of TR 0 is available, e.g, the model described 
in [BSI ]. Apart from a hamlless trick, the proof of Theorem 6 is trivial. 
(D) The last step to be accomplished is that from ZF- + V = L to ZF-. 
This step is guaranteed by 
Theorem 8. For primitive recursive<, we have ZF- + V --- L I- W(<) 
if and only i f  ZF-F- R'(< ). 
The straightforward proof essentially amounts to the following: If 
ZF" + V = L t- W(<), then ZF-+ q W(<) is contradictory since other- 
wise we could.construct in ZF-  a strictly descending sequence 
a 0 >- a I >~ a 2 >- .., which is constructible, namely recursive in the set O 
of recursive ordinals, according to an argument of Kleene, 
Now let us denote by BID the theory of barin6,~ction for decidable 
predicates supplied by the continuity axioms and the axioms of  exten- 
sionality as incorporated in the theory -FR 0. By combining Theorems 
6 -8  with the result proved in Section 3.9, we finally find: 
Theorem 9. There is a primitive recursive wel!-ordering <0 with the 
properties: ( l ) ZF" ~ WI-< o ); (2) i f  BID I-- W(<) with -< primitive recur- 
sire, then the ordinal associated with -< is smaller than the ordinal asso- 
ciated with <0" 
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(E) By proceeding in essentially the same way as in the case of well- 
orderings and by usir~g the fact that (x)(Ey)p(x, y) is the same as 
(a)(Ey)p(a(O), y), we find: 
Theorem I O. There is a primitive recursive jitnctic "z po(X, y) with the 
properties: (1) ZF- I- (x)(Ey !)P0 (x, y); (2) if BID I-- (x)(Ey !)p(x, 3') 
with p primitive recto'sire, then laypo (X, y) has greater degree oJ'unsoh~. 
bility (in the sense of [Sh, p. 1691 ) than layp(x, y). 
The statements announced in the introduction are thus proved. 
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